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Abstract
This thesis presents a comprehensive view of the temporal evolution of trace gases
relevant for chlorine chemistry in the lowermost stratosphere (LMS) over the course
of the Arctic winter 2015/16. This particular winter was characterized by unusually
cold stratospheric temperatures. Two-dimensional vertical cross sections of trace gases,
measured by the airborne limb-imager GLORIA (Gimballed Limb Observer for Radi-
ance Imaging of the Atmosphere) during the so-called PGS1 campaign, are utilized to
investigate in detail the upper troposphere lower stratosphere (UTLS).
GLORIA was operated on board the German High Altitude and LOng range research
aircraft (HALO) during the PGS aircraft campaign. Research flights were conducted
from 17 December 2015 until 18 March 2016 within 25–87◦N and 80◦W–30◦ E. During
15 scientific flights, the GLORIA instrument measured more than 15 000 atmospheric
profiles at high spectral resolution. From these measurements, two-dimensional cross
sections of temperature, nitric acid (HNO3), ozone (O3), chlorine nitrate (ClONO2),
water vapor (H2O), and dichlorodifluoromethane (CFC-12) were retrieved. Dependent
on flight altitude and tropospheric cloud cover, the vertical range of profiles retrieved
from the measurements was typically between 5 and 14 km. A vertical resolution be-
tween 400 and 1000m was achieved. The profiles were validated at flight altitude
by simultaneous in situ measurements. Comparisons with the spatially lower resolved
Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) satellite instrument show highly consistent structures.
Three long-distance flights in January, February and March 2016 are discussed in de-
tail regarding horizontal and vertical structures of O3, ClONO2, and HNO3, which
show a large horizontal and vertical variability. ClONO2 volume mixing ratios up to
1100 pptv were measured at 380 K potential temperature in mesoscale structures. Sim-
ilar mesoscale structures are also visible in GLORIA O3 and HNO3 cross sections.
Satellite measurements from MLS and ACE-FTS (Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment
– Fourier Transform Spectrometer) provide an overview over the whole winter and
information about the stratospheric situation above flight altitude. Time series of these
satellite measurements reveal unusually low abundances of hydrogen chloride (HCl) and
ClONO2 inside the polar vortex at 380 K from the beginning of January to the end of
February 2016, while strongly enhanced chlorine monoxide (ClO) is observed. In March
2016, unusually rapid chlorine deactivation into HCl is observed instead of deactivation
into ClONO2, the more typical pathway for chlorine deactivation in the Arctic.
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The measurements are applied to evaluate simulation results from the chemistry trans-
port model CLaMS (Chemical Lagrangian Model of the Stratosphere) and the chemistry
climate model EMAC (ECHAM/MESSy Atmospheric Chemistry). The comparisons
show agreement within the expected performance of these models. Because of the more
detailed agreement between GLORIA measurements and CLaMS simulations, only this
model is used for further analyses. Chlorine deactivation observed in the satellite time
series is well reproduced by CLaMS, therefore this model is used for sensitivity studies
regarding the influence of low abundances of O3 and reactive nitrogen (NOy). The avail-
ability of O3 is reduced by ozone depletion, and NOy is reduced by sedimentation. On
the basis of the different altitude and time ranges of these effects, this thesis concludes
that the substantial chlorine deactivation into HCl at 380 K arose as a result of very low
ozone abundances together with low temperatures. CLaMS estimates ozone depletion of
at least 0.4 ppmv at 380 K and 1.75 ppmv at 490 K. A “Match-based” analysis of MLS
O3 measurements estimates chemical ozone loss with 0.8 ppmv at 375 K and 1.7 ppmv
at 475 K. Differences are contributed to underestimation of downwelling in the model.
CLaMS trajectories are used to analyze the history of enhanced ClONO2 measured by
GLORIA. In February 2016, most of the enhanced ClONO2 is traced back to chlorine
deactivation that had occurred within the past five days prior to the GLORIA measure-
ment. In March, after the final warming, air masses, in which chlorine has previously
been deactivated into ClONO2, have been transported within the remnants of polar
vortex air towards the location of measurement for at least 11 days.
This thesis presents a study based on aircraft and satellite measurements, which demon-
strate unusual Arctic chlorine deactivation due to low ozone abundances. Atmospheric
models are evaluated, and measured ClONO2 is linked to transport and in situ deacti-
vation in the LMS.
Zusammenfassung
In dieser Dissertation wird der zeitliche Verlauf der für die stratosphärische Chlor-
chemie relevanten Spurengase in der untersten Stratosphäre (lowermost stratosphere,
LMS) während des arktischen Winters 2015/16 umfassend dargestellt und analysiert.
Dieser Winter zeichnete sich durch außergewöhnlich niedrige stratosphärische Temper-
aturen aus. Horizontal und vertikal aufgelöste Spurengasmessungen des flugzeuggebun-
denen abbildenden Horizontsondierers GLORIA (Gimballed Limb Observer for Radi-
ance Imaging of the Atmosphere) von der sogenannten PGS2-Messkampagne wurden
für eine detaillierte Analyse der oberen Troposphäre und unteren Stratosphäre (UTLS)
verwendet.
GLORIA wurde während dieser PGS-Messkampagne auf dem deutschen Forschungs-
flugzeug HALO (High Altitude and LOng range research aircraft) verwendet. Die wissen-
schaftlichen Flüge fanden zwischen dem 17. Dezember 2015 und dem 18. März 2016
statt und erstreckten sich über eine Region von 25–87◦N und 80◦W–30◦O. Auf 15
wissenschaftlichen Flügen hat das GLORIA-Messinstrument mehr als 15 000 atmo-
sphärische Profile in hoher spektraler Auflösung gemessen. Von diesen Messungen wur-
den zweidimensionale Verteilungen von Temperatur und den Spurengasen Salpetersäure
(HNO3), Ozon (O3), Chlornitrat (ClONO2), Wasserdampf (H2O) und Dichlordifluor-
methan (CFC-12) abgeleitet. Abhängig von der Flughöhe und der troposphärischen
Wolkenoberkante reichen die Temperatur- und Spurengasprofile von 5 bis 14 km Höhe.
Die vertikale Auflösung dieser Profile beträgt zwischen 400 und 1000 m. Die Profile
wurden auf Flughöhe mit simultan gemessenen in situ-Messungen validiert. Verglei-
che mit den räumlich geringer aufgelösten Satellitenmessungen des Microwave Limb
Sounder (MLS) zeigen übereinstimmende Strukturen.
Drei Messflüge im Januar, Februar und März 2016 werden bezüglich horizontaler und
vertikaler Strukturen von O3, ClONO2 und HNO3 detailliert analysiert. Diese Gase
zeigen eine starke horizontale und vertikale Variabilität. ClONO2-Volumenmischungs-
verhältnisse von bis zu 1100 pptv wurden in feinen atmosphärischen Strukturen auf
einer Höhe von 380 K potentieller Temperatur gemessen. Ähnliche feine Strukturen
sind in O3- und HNO3-Messungen von GLORIA zu erkennen.
Satellitenmessungen von MLS und ACE-FTS (Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment
– Fourier Transform Spectrometer) bieten einen Überblick über den gesamten arkti-
schen Winter sowie über die Zusammensetzung der Stratosphäre oberhalb der HALO-
Flughöhe. Zeitreihen dieser Satellitenmessungen zeigen im Zeitraum von Januar bis
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Februar 2016 ungewöhnlich niedrige Vorkommen von Salzsäure (HCl) und ClONO2 auf
einer Höhe von 380 K potentieller Temperatur, während Chlormonoxid (ClO) deut-
lich erhöht war. Im März 2016 wurde aktives Chlor außergewöhnlich schnell in HCl
deaktiviert, anstelle der für die Arktis üblichen Deaktivierung in ClONO2.
Die Messungen werden verwendet, um das Chemietransportmodell CLaMS (Chemi-
cal Lagrangian Model of the Stratosphere) sowie das Chemie-Klima-Modell EMAC
(ECHAM/MESSy Atmospheric Chemistry) zu überprüfen. Die Übereinstimmungen
mit den Messungen entsprechen den Erwartungen für das jeweilige Modell. Weil der
Vergleich zwischen GLORIA und CLaMS detaillierter Übereinstimmungen zeigt, wird
nur dieses Modell für die weiteren Analysen verwendet. Die von den Zeitreihen aus
Satellitendaten beobachtete Chlordeaktivierung wird durch CLaMS besonders gut wie-
dergegeben, so dass dieses Modell verwendet werden konnte, um Sensitivitätsstudien
bezüglich des Einflusses von geringer Verfügbarkeit von O3 sowie reaktivem Stick-
stoff (NOy) durchzuführen. Die Verfügbarkeit von O3 wird durch Ozonabbau reduziert,
die Verfügbarkeit von NOy durch Sedimentierung eingeschränkt. Aufgrund der unter-
schiedlichen Zeit- und Höhenbereiche, in denen diese Effekte wirken, lässt sich schließen,
dass die erhebliche Deaktivierung in HCl auf einer Höhe von 380 K potentieller Tem-
peratur mit der geringen Verfügbarkeit von O3 sowie niedrigen Temperaturen zusam-
menhängt. Mit Hilfe von CLaMS wurde der chemische Ozonverlust für den arktischen
Winter 2015/16 auf 0.4 ppmv auf 380 K und 1.75 ppmv auf 490 K potentieller Tem-
peratur abgeschätzt. Eine Analyse von Ozonmessungen mit MLS dagegen schätzt den
Ozonverlust auf 0.8 ppmv auf 375 K und 1.7 ppmv auf 475 K. Dieser Unterschied lässt
sich damit erklären, dass das Absinken im Polarwirbel vom Modell unterschätzt wird.
Die chemische Zusammensetzung entlang Rückwärtstrajektorien von CLaMS zeigt für
die GLORIA-Messungen, dass im Februar 2016 der Großteil der erhöhten ClONO2-
Werte auf Chloraktivierung in der LMS während der vorangegangenen fünf Tage zurück-
zuführen ist. Im März 2016 dagegen wurden Luftmassen mit bereits erhöhten ClONO2-
Werten aus Überresten des Polarwirbels länger als 11 Tage bis zum Messort trans-
portiert.
Diese Dissertation zeigt durch Analyse der flugzeug- und satellitengebundenen Mes-
sungen, dass im Winter 2015/16 in der Arktis eine ungewöhnliche Chlordeaktivierung
aufgrund der niedrigen Ozonkonzentrationen stattgefunden hat. Zwei atmosphärische
Modelle wurden evaluiert, und das CLaMS-Modell wurde verwendet, um gemessene
ClONO2-Konzentrationen auf Transport bzw. in situ-Deaktivierung in der LMS zurück-
zuführen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Trace gases only constitute a small fraction of the chemical composition of the Earth’s
atmosphere. However, they play a major role in the radiation budget and temperature
on the Earth’s surface and are therefore vital. Changes in ozone (O3) influence the
amount of ultraviolet (UV) radiation that reaches the surface, and it is well established
that changes in greenhouse gases (GHGs), such as CO2, CH4, or tropospheric O3, have
an impact on global tropospheric temperatures. In addition, the influence of ozone
depletion on climate (in particular in the Antarctic) has been shown (e.g., Hartmann
et al., 2000; Thompson and Solomon, 2002; Perlwitz et al., 2008; WMO, 2015). Swart
et al. (2018) presented evidence that recent warming of the Southern Ocean is not
only caused by GHG emissions, but also by ozone depletion. International treaties
acknowledge the importance of an unharmed atmospheric composition: The Montreal
protocol successfully regulated the emission of ozone depleting substances (ODS) to
protect the stratospheric ozone layer (WMO, 1987), and the Paris agreement attempts
to reduce the emissions of GHG globally (United Nations, 2015).
The upper troposphere lower stratosphere (UTLS) is vertically located approximately
±5 km around the tropopause (Gettelman et al., 2011). Despite its relatively small frac-
tion of the total atmosphere, it is important for the radiation budget due to minimum
temperatures in the tropopause region (Forster and Shine, 1997). This importance is
also reflected in the sensitivity of ground temperatures to changes in the UTLS. This
strong influence on the total radiation budget is caused by steep gradients in O3 and
H2O profiles, by mixing, and by a large variability in high altitude cloud formation
(Riese et al., 2012, and references therein). In the UTLS region, O3 is efficiently acting
as a GHG and has an important influence on the radiation budget (Xia et al., 2017).
The polar part of the UTLS is also important regarding ozone depletion. While most
of polar ozone depletion takes place in the ozone layer in the middle stratosphere,
substantial chlorine activation and catalytic ozone depletion also occur in the lower-
most stratosphere (LMS), which can be regarded as the stratospheric part of the UTLS
(Lelieveld et al., 1999). In the Arctic LMS, chemical ozone loss is fostered for particular
cold conditions, which allow for chlorine activation (von Hobe and Stroh, 2012, and ref-
erences therein). Due to changes in temperature and dynamics in the UTLS, caused by
climate change, enhanced chlorine activation and ozone depletion is expected (Dameris
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and Baldwin, 2012). In this work, ozone depletion processes are observed and studied
for the unusually cold Arctic winter 2015/16. The focus of this study is on the UTLS
region, where increased GHG concentrations are expected to result in colder tempera-
tures (Fels et al., 1980). Based on the important role of the polar UTLS, the following
research questions are addressed in this thesis:
• How are ozone and trace gases, which are related to catalytic ozone depletion,
distributed horizontally and vertically in the UTLS region over the course of the
exceptionally cold Arctic winter 2015/16?
• What is the context of small-scale structures in trace gases, and how can this
context be evaluated using satellite observations of related trace gases?
• To what extent are atmospheric models capable of reproducing these structures?
• How does O3 loss of the Arctic winter 2015/16 compare to other Arctic winters?
• Howmuch chlorine is activated and deactivated in the LMS and how much chlorine
is transported in form of reservoir species from higher altitudes to the LMS?
• What are the primary reasons for changes in chlorine activation and deactivation
during Arctic winters with colder temperatures in the LMS?
Despite its importance, observations are sparse for the UTLS. Current and previous
spaceborne instruments only partially cover this region, and the vertical and horizontal
resolution is rather coarse. This shortage in high spatial resolution is a result of rather
aged instruments in orbit, which were built with technology available at their time.
Airborne measurements with the Gimballed Limb Observer for Radiance Imaging of
the Atmosphere (GLORIA) during the Arctic winter 2015/16 provide spatially highly
resolved temperature and trace gas information. This new data set is characterized
and validated in this thesis with a detailed discussion of the retrieval approach, error
estimation, and vertical resolution. Furthermore, comparisons with satellite measure-
ments, airborne in situ measurements and ozone sonde data are shown to establish this
new data set for further scientific studies. These recent measurements are then used
to evaluate two different approaches of atmospheric models and to examine the origin
of small scale atmospheric structures in trace gases. Satellite measurements provide a
broader context for these GLORIA measurements and emphasize that the Arctic winter
2015/16 was unusual regarding chlorine activation and chemical ozone loss.
This thesis starts with the theoretical background of polar winter UTLS processes and
recent research in this field. Chapter 3 introduces the method of airborne atmospheric
limb-emission spectroscopy, followed by a chapter describing the measurements and
atmospheric models used in this thesis. The GLORIA data set for the 2015/16 cam-
paign is described, characterized and validated in Chapter 5. These measurements are
interpreted in the context of chlorine activation and deactivation together with satellite
measurements and atmospheric model simulation results in the following chapter.
In parts of this thesis, text, tables and figures are taken from Johansson et al. (2018)
and Johansson et al. (2019, licensed with CC BY 4.0). This material has been prepared
by the author of this thesis. Relevant passages are not marked as direct quotations.
Chapter 2
The polar UTLS: background and
state of knowledge
Measurements of extremely low total ozone column amounts (Chubachi et al., 1984; Far-
man et al., 1985) drew attention toward polar winter chemistry, which is relevant for
ozone depletion. This chapter provides background information about the polar atmo-
sphere and summarizes chlorine related processes significant for polar ozone depletion
in a brief overview. For a detailed description and explanation of polar winter chemistry,
textbooks (e.g. Brasseur and Solomon, 2005; Müller, 2012; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016;
Roedel and Wagner, 2017) and review articles (e.g. Solomon, 1999; von Clarmann, 2013;
Solomon et al., 2015) are recommended.
2.1 Vertical structure and circulation
The vertical structure of the atmosphere is described by several altitude regimes, which
are characterized by different temperature gradients. A typical temperature profile from
ground up to 50 km is shown in Fig. 2.1. In the troposphere, temperatures are decreas-
ing with altitude until the tropopause, whereas the stratosphere is characterized by
increasing temperatures with increasing altitude. Troposphere and stratosphere also
differ significantly in their chemical composition and relevant chemical reactions. Some
gases are present in considerably higher concentrations in the troposphere (e.g., H2O,
N2O, CH3Cl, CCl4, CFC-11, and CFC-12), while other gases have higher concentra-
tions in the stratosphere (e.g., O3, HNO3, ClO, HCl, and ClONO2). CO2 shows similar
volume mixing ratios (VMRs) over the whole altitude range presented.
For the vertical coordinate, different variables are presented: Besides absolute altitude,
also pressure and potential temperature (θ) are used in this thesis. The relationship
between these measures is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 as well.
This work focuses on the upper troposphere lower stratosphere (UTLS), which is the
region around the tropopause. There are several definitions of the tropopause: The
thermal tropopause (also called “WMO tropopause”) is defined as the altitude, which is
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Figure 2.1: Temperature (blue) and potential temperature (θ, red) profile of the U.S.
1976 standard atmosphere (NOAA, 1976).
followed by altitudes with a temperature lapse rate decreasing to less than 2 K/km for at
least 2 km (WMO, 1992). This altitude is visible slightly above 10 km in the exemplary
temperature profile in Fig. 2.1. In addition, a dynamical tropopause is defined outside
the tropics for a constant potential vorticity (PV) level of 2 potential vorticity units
(1 PVU = 1 · 10−6 K m2kg−1s−1). Inside the tropics, a cold point tropopause at the
minimal temperature (which is difficult to define in the exemplary profile in Fig. 2.1) and
a potential temperature tropopause at θ=380 K are used. In this work, the dynamical
tropopause is marked in several figures, because this tropopause is well defined in the
polar UTLS. In contrast, the thermal tropopause is often not well defined, because of
double tropopause occurrences.
The meridional stratospheric circulation is dominated by the Brewer Dobson circulation
(BDC), which transports mass from the equator polewards (Brewer, 1949; Dobson,
1956). Fig. 2.2 shows the equator to winter pole transport of the deep and shallow
branch of the BDC. The BDC is mainly driven by dissipating Rossby waves (Butchart,
2014, and references therein). Diffusive mixing processes, which may occur at different
altitude regimes, are shown with wavy arrows. The zonal mass transport in the lower
stratosphere is dominated by the Quasi-Biennial-Oscillation (Baldwin and Dunkerton,
2001) in the tropics, by the subtropical jets in the mid latitudes, and by strong westerly
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the transport and mixing processes in the UTLS. Closed black
solid lines show wind contours (subtropical jet at ≈30◦N, polar jet at ≈60◦N), dashed
black lines show potential temperature surfaces, red dots mark the thermal tropopause,
and the blue solid line shows the 2 PVU dynamical tropopause. Mixing barriers are
marked as bold black lines with changing intensity (according to their permeability
at different altitudes). Dark and light blue shadings show the extratropical UTLS, the
dark blue shading the extratropical Transition Layer, and grey shadings show clouds and
fronts. Green regions mark the position of tropopause inversion layers, red wavy arrows
show quasi-isentropic exchange, and orange wavy arrows show cross-isentropic exchange.
The Brewer-Dobson Circulation is indicated by large red arrows with the solid arrows
for the deep branch and the dotted arrows for the shallow branch. Approved modified
reprint from Gettelman et al. (2011, Figure 1, c© John Wiley and Sons).
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winds in the polar winter stratosphere (polar vortex).
Besides global circulations (e.g., BDC), exchange between troposphere and strato-
sphere is also fostered by small-scale processes, which influence the transport across
the tropopause (Holton et al., 1995; Stohl et al., 2003; Bönisch et al., 2011; Konopka
and Pan, 2012). These processes allow for mass transport between the troposphere with
its usually fast transport (e.g., convection) and the stratosphere with slow transport
timescales. The lowermost stratosphere (LMS), which is significantly different to the
troposphere with respect to chemical composition and dynamical processes, is also dif-
ferent to the rest of the stratosphere by its accessibility for stratosphere-troposphere
exchange (STE). This STE is in large parts conducted by mixing processes (Krause
et al., 2018). Preferred regions for STE are tropopause folds (Shapiro, 1980; Woiwode
et al., 2018).
2.2 Stratospheric polar vortex
The stratospheric polar vortex is a low pressure system, located poleward of, and above
of the polar jet (see also Fig. 2.2). The surrounding winds of the polar vortex are also
referenced as the polar night jet. It develops above the poles of both hemispheres dur-
ing winter. Toward the end of autumn, zonal winds increase in intensity, and potential
vorticity is raised in this region. This forms an area, which is characterized by cold
temperatures, a transport barrier to air masses from lower latitudes, and well mixed air
masses inside (Schoeberl and Hartmann, 1991; Schoeberl et al., 1992). Due to dynam-
ical processes, stratospheric warmings can occur over the course of the winter. These
warmings are disrupting the stability of the polar vortex. The winter polar vortex dis-
solves after the final stratospheric sudden warming (SSW, Matthewman et al., 2009).
The temporal evolution of the polar vortex during the Arctic winter 2015/16 is shown
in Fig. 2.3. The absolute number of PV increases with level of θ, but at all levels, a
region of enhanced PV can be identified. At lower θ levels, this region has less defined
borders. This lower level of confinement is also observed at all levels for 18 March 2016,
which has been after the final stratospheric sudden warming (SSW).
During winter, air masses cool down and diabatic descent is observed (Schoeberl and
Hartmann, 1991; Schoeberl et al., 1992). In addition, the wave-driven BDC results in
a downwelling within the polar vortex over the course of the winter (Rosenfield et al.,
1994; Butchart, 2014). Several techniques have been developed to define the border of
the polar vortex using the strong horizontal gradient in PV (Nash et al., 1996; Manney
et al., 2009). In the LMS, the lower boundary of the polar vortex (also called subvortex
at this altitude) is difficult to define, and the transport barrier is not as strong as in the
middle stratosphere (Gettelman et al., 2011; Lawrence et al., 2018). In this thesis, it
was decided to use two vortex filters: The first method calculates the PV determining
the edge of the polar vortex according to Nash et al. (1996). The polar vortex at 370 K
θ is shown on maps in order to illustrate its position. The second method uses scaled
potential vorticity (sPV), which is the PV divided by the factor ∂θ/∂p (where p denotes
the pressure), to exclude the altitude dependency from the PV (Dunkerton and Delisi,
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Figure 2.3: The polar vortex over the course of the Arctic winter 2015/16: Potential
vorticity at different levels of potential temperature. Data from the NASA MERRA2
reanalysis.
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1986; Manney et al., 1994). Measurements with a corresponding sPV < 1.2 · 10−4 s−1
are considered to be outside the polar vortex.
A schematic of the dynamical situation of the polar vortex and the UTLS can be
seen in the right part of Fig. 2.2: The polar vortex with its transport barrier and the
downwelling as a consequence of the BDC are visible in the LMS (which is the polar
part of the light blue region). Below the 400 K isentrope, the schematic shows that this
subvortex region is influenced by many exchange and mixing processes, and that the
transport barrier around this subvortex is not as strong as the transport barrier around
the vortex in the stratosphere.
While polar vortices are present during wintertime in both hemispheres, there are dif-
ferences in stability, temperature and duration. The Arctic vortex is typically warmer,
less persistent, and exhibits the break-up on average one month earlier, compared to the
Antarctic (Waugh and Randel, 1999). Also, the vortex is more volatile and less focused
in its geographic position relative to the geographic pole. It is also more likely to split
due to stratospheric warming events (Manney et al., 2009). Reasons for the less stable
Arctic polar vortex are stronger planetary wave activity in the Northern hemisphere.
Still, vortex splits are also reported for the Antarctic (Charlton et al., 2005).
The timing of the break-up date of the vortices has been monitored over several years.
It shows a large variability, but no sign of a specific trend (WMO, 2015).
2.3 Trace gases and particles in the polar vortex
A climatological overview of Arctic winter trace gas profiles is shown in Fig. 2.4, together
with a typical temperature profile. In this profile, the temperature decreases until the
thermal tropopause at 10 km. In the stratosphere, the temperature does not increase
as expected, and slightly decrease until 30 km. Tropospheric trace gases (such as, e.g.,
CFC-11, CFC-12, and CH3Cl) show minor vertical variation in the troposphere and con-
stantly decrease in the stratosphere, which makes them useful as tracers of stratospheric
air masses. Stratospheric trace gases (such as, e.g., O3, HNO3, and ClONO2) show low
abundances in the troposphere and typically increase with altitude in the LMS. Many
of these trace gases are involved in chemical reactions, which only occur during polar
winter. Some of these processes are discussed in more detail in the following sections.
For these processes, also solid particles are of particular importance. Besides the strato-
spheric aerosol layer (Junge et al., 1961), also polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) are a
source of particles inside the polar vortex.
PSCs are high altitude (usually 15 - 25 km) clouds, which consist of nitric acid trihy-
drate (NAT, type Ia, Voigt et al., 2000), supercooled ternary solution (STS) of sulfuric
and nitric acid (type Ib, Tabazadeh et al., 1994a,b), or water ice (type II, Tabazadeh
et al., 1997). They are formed at temperatures below about 195 K (NAT, Hanson and
Mauersberger, 1988), 192 K (STS, Carslaw et al., 1995), and 188 K (ice, Murphy and
Koop, 2005), respectively. Observation and classification of PSCs are performed by LI-
DAR (Browell et al., 1990; Pitts et al., 2018) and infrared limb emission measurements
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(Höpfner et al., 2006, 2018; Spang et al., 2018). In the UTLS region, low PSCs can
occur in a similar altitude region as high cirrus clouds (12 - 13 km), and it is difficult
to discriminate PSCs and cirrus clouds in observations.
2.4 Stratospheric ozone layer
The stratospheric ozone (O3) layer was discovered and measured in the 1920’s (Dobson
and Harrison, 1926). Chapman (1930) gave the first explanation for the existence of this
O3 layer as an equilibrium of photolysis and synthesis reactions to build and destroy
O3. O3 is produced in 20 - 35 km altitude under the presence of sunlight (λ < 240 nm)
and a molecule M, which is necessary to preserve inertia:
O2 + hν −−→ 2 O (R 2.1)
O2 + O + M −−→ O3 + M (R 2.2)
Ozone can be photolyzed by the presence of sunlight (λ < 310 nm):
O3 + hν −−→ O2 + O (R 2.3)
O3 + O −−→ 2 O2 (R 2.4)
These natural construction and destruction processes are also called “Chapman cycle”
(e.g., Solomon, 1999, and references therein). Reactions R 2.1 and R2.3 effectively filter
ultraviolet radiation from the sun. Above 35 km, low O2 concentrations limit O3 pro-
duction, while at altitudes below 20 km, not enough photons with suitable wavelengths
remain to photolyse O2. Besides the ozone destruction in this Chapman cycle, other
ozone destroying processes occur in the atmosphere. First hypotheses of stratospheric
ozone depletion were explained with odd hydrogen (HOx; Bates and Nicolet, 1950),
odd nitrogen (NOx; Crutzen, 1970), and odd chlorine (ClOx; Stolarski and Cicerone,
1974; Molina and Molina, 1987) catalytic cycles. Typical reactions for these cycles (with
X denoting the radical) are (e.g., Solomon, 1999, and references therein)
XO + O3 −−→ XO2 + O2 (R 2.5)
XO2 + O −−→ XO + O2 (R 2.6)
Net: O3 + O −−→ 2 O2 . (R 2.7)
Molina and Rowland (1974) identified increasing anthropogenic emissions of chloroflu-
orocarbons as a potential source of long-lived chlorine. Chlorofluorocarbons are pho-
tolyzed in the stratosphere and provide atomic chlorine in the region of highest ozone
concentration. Bromine chemistry is also important for ozone depleting processes (von
Hobe and Stroh, 2012; WMO, 2015), but it is not in focus of this work and therefore not
discussed further. As a consequence of decreasing ozone, production of ozone depleting
substances (ODS) was banned by the Montreal protocol (WMO, 1987). Measured and
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Figure 2.5: Observed (blue) and simulated (black) total ozone column anomalies as
time series between 1960 and 2100. Observations are mean values of all in WMO (2015)
available ground- and satellite-based information. The black line and grey shadow show
the multi model mean and 2σ deviation from the CCMVal-2 data (Eyring et al., 2010).
The reference of all data is the 1998 to 2008 period. Reprint from WMO (2015, Figure
2-26).
simulated global ozone trends are shown in Fig. 2.5: After decreasing until the 1990s,
global ozone is slowly increasing again (WMO, 2015). Generally, the Montreal protocol
is working well and ODS are successfully reduced in the atmosphere (WMO, 2015). Still,
Montzka et al. (2018) found that the concentrations of trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11)
declined notably slower after 2012. Their back-trajectory analysis showed that emissions
responsible for this slower decrease of CFC-11 are originated in eastern Asia.
Despite the general consensus that the Montreal protocol (and following) is working,
Ball et al. (2018) showed that no sign of ozone recovery was ascertained by measure-
ments. They analyzed a large number of observational data sets of stratospheric ozone
and concluded a continued decrease of lower stratospheric (147 - 32 hPa) ozone since
1998 outside the polar regions (between 60◦S and 60◦N). This is in contrast to the trend
of increasing total ozone columns (from ground to the top of the atmosphere) for the
same latitudinal region, as shown in Fig. 2.5. Stone et al. (2018) tried to reproduce
this trend with model simulations, but concluded from the simulation results it was not
possible to deduce a significant trend due to large variability. An overview of scientific
analyses related to atmospheric ozone was recently published (WMO, 2018).
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2.5 Polar chlorine chemistry
Stratospheric chlorine is known to have a major influence on ozone depletion (WMO,
2015), and chlorine chemistry has been thoroughly described and explained (Solomon
et al., 1986). Chlorine forms non-reactive reservoirs hydrogen chloride (HCl; Stolarski
and Cicerone, 1974) and chlorine nitrate (ClONO2; Rowland et al., 1976; von Clarmann
and Johansson, 2018), which are not able to deplete ozone. PSCs provide surfaces for
heterogeneous chemistry, which is essential for chlorine activation of these reservoir
gases (Solomon et al., 1986; Crutzen et al., 1992; Peter and Grooß, 2012; WMO, 2015).
During the presence of PSCs, heterogeneous reactions on the surface of these PSCs can
occur and produce molecular chlorine (Brasseur and Solomon, 2005)
ClONO2 + HCl het−−→ Cl2 + HNO3, (R 2.8)
which can be photolyzed in the presence of sunlight
Cl2 + hν −−→ 2 Cl · (R 2.9)
This atomic chlorine can react with ozone to another reactive chlorine species chlorine
monoxide (ClO):
Cl + O3 −−→ ClO + O2, (R 2.10)
which can react in the ClO-dimer (Cl2O2) catalytic cycle (Molina and Molina, 1987):
ClO + ClO + M −−→ Cl2O2 + M (R 2.11)
Cl2O2 + hν −−→ Cl + ClO2 (R 2.12)
ClO2 + M −−→ Cl + O2 (R 2.13)
Net: 2 O3 −−→ 3 O2 (R 2.14)
According to Wohltmann et al. (2017), this ClO-dimer cycle contributes to approxi-
mately 50% of the vortex averaged ozone loss at altitudes of 54 hPa (about 18 km),
while the ClO-BrO cycle (McElroy et al., 1986) contributes to approximately 40%. Fur-
thermore ClO can react with atomic oxygen to Cl. Deactivation of reactive chlorine
to reservoirs is mostly conducted via these reactions (Brasseur and Solomon, 2005, see
also for an overview of possible reactions):
ClO + NO2 + M −−→ ClONO2 + M (R 2.15)
Cl + CH4 −−→ HCl + CH3 (R 2.16)
STS PSCs consist of droplets of 0.3-0.5 µm. They are important for chlorine activation
and reversible uptake of nitric acid (HNO3). Kirner et al. (2015) presented model results
indicating that 90% of antarctic ozone depletion is caused by chlorine activation on such
liquid particles. Nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) PSCs can play a role in chlorine activa-
tion, and large NAT particles can permanently remove HNO3 from the stratosphere by
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Figure 2.6: Time series of daily 70-75◦ EqL averages of ACE-FTS ClONO2 (blue tri-
angles), Aura/MLS HCl (green dots), and Aura/MLS daytime ClO (red dots) at 490 K
potential temperature altitude. The left panel shows the 2005 Antarctic winter, the right
panel shows the 2004/2005 Arctic winter. Reprint from WMO (2007, Figure 4-10).
sedimentation (denitrification, Toon et al., 1990). After resublimation to the gas phase,
these particles add HNO3 at lower altitudes (re-nitrification). Typically, NAT particles
have radii of 1 µm, but “NAT-rocks” with radii up to 10 µm have been observed (von
Hobe et al., 2013). Woiwode et al. (2016) showed that highly aspherical NAT particles
are involved in the denitrification process in the Arctic. Ice PSCs have little influence on
chlorine activation, but when sedimented, they cause dehydration of the stratosphere
(Gandrud et al., 1990). They typically consist of 1-10 µm large particles (WMO, 2015).
Due to the different temperatures of the polar vortices on both hemispheres (see Sec.
2.2), time periods and spatial extent of PSCs are different in the Arctic and Antarctic,
resulting in different typical temporal evolution of chlorine species. During austral win-
ter, a stable vortex with cold stratospheric temperatures and thus frequent occurrences
of PSCs is observed. Therefore, usually extensive chlorine activation occurs together
with ozone depletion (Stolarski et al., 1986) and denitrification in the lower strato-
sphere (Santee et al., 1998). This denitrification results in a lower availability of NOy,
which prevents chlorine deactivation into ClONO2 (R 2.15). Additionally, ozone deple-
tion reduces the probability of reaction (R 2.10), which results in more Cl, which is
deactivated via (R 2.16) to HCl (Prather and Jaffe, 1990; Douglass et al., 1995; Grooß
et al., 1997, 2005; Douglass and Kawa, 1999). Therefore, chlorine deactivation into HCl
is the dominating process in the Antarctic (e.g., Santee et al., 2008b). In typical Arctic
winters, less denitrification and ozone depletion is reported (Solomon, 1999) and there-
fore chlorine deactivation into ClONO2 is observed prior to deactivation into HCl (e.g.,
Santee et al., 2008b). Typical chlorine partitioning for Antarctic and Arctic winters is
shown in Fig. 2.6: In the Antarctic, HCl and ClONO2 decrease early in the beginning
of the winter, and ClO increases over a period of more than three months. Deactivation
of ClO goes along with a strong increase of HCl and a smaller increase of ClONO2.
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Figure 2.7: Total ozone column in Arctic (70-90◦N) April between 1975 and 2065 for
the past (blue), a model run with fixed preindustrial chlorine (green), with chlorine
emissions according to the Montreal protocol (red), and for the “World avoided” with
unregulated chlorine emissions (black). Horizontal distributions are shown for the Arctic
region for the years 1980, 2020, and 2060. Reprint from Newman et al. (2009, Figure
4a, CC Attribution 3.0 License).
In the Arctic, activation into ClO starts later in the winter and ClO is increased over
a period of approximately two months. Deactivation starts with a strong increase of
ClONO2, and HCl builds up later in March, when ClONO2 decreases again. However,
there are exceptions to this general picture. For extraordinarily cold Arctic winters,
enhanced chlorine activation and atypically strong chlorine deactivation into HCl have
been reported (Santee et al., 2008b; Manney et al., 2011). This preferential deactivation
into HCl can be caused by the lack of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) due to strong denitrifica-
tion, which is usually observed in the Antarctic (e.g., Fahey et al., 1990; Santee et al.,
1998) but also occasionally in the Arctic (e.g., Waibel et al., 1999; Santee et al., 2000;
Grooß et al., 2005). Additionally, cold temperatures and low O3 abundances can favor
chlorine deactivation into HCl (Prather and Jaffe, 1990; Douglass et al., 1995; Grooß
et al., 1997, 2011; Mickley et al., 1997). Douglass and Kawa (1999) also demonstrated
that even small decreases in O3 together with low stratospheric temperatures can shift
chlorine deactivation toward HCl. Beside PSC surfaces, also stratospheric background
aerosol can to some extent provide surfaces for heterogeneous reactions (WMO, 2015).
Volcanic aerosols are also considered to efficiently provide surfaces for heterogeneous
reactions (Solomon et al., 2016; Ivy et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2018).
Rex et al. (2004, 2006) derived a relation between the air volume, which is possibly cold
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enough to form PSCs, and the amount of depleted ozone. This shows the crucial role
of PSCs (and cold temperatures as prerequisite for their creation) for ozone depletion.
Wegner et al. (2016) showed for the Arctic winter 2009/2010 that one mesoscale PSC
occurrence over Greenland was responsible for a substantial part of chlorine activation,
even though the mesoscale PSC only covered a small part of the total vortex. Their
study showed that chlorine activation does not need to occur homogeneously in the
vortex, but can occur at mesoscale PSCs, which act as process-reactors. This local
confinement emphasizes the importance of spatially highly resolved measurements of
ozone and trace gases, which are related to catalytic ozone depletion.
Newman et al. (2009) conducted a model study, showing a “World avoided” by the
Montreal (and following) protocol. The temporal evolution of ozone in a world with
unregulated chlorine emissions is shown for the Arctic in Fig. 2.7, where total ozone
columns of less than 100 DU globally are reached in 2060.
In this thesis, an Arctic winter with atypical chlorine deactivation is discussed, and the
primary reasons for changes in chlorine activation and deactivation, in particular due
to colder temperatures, are examined.
It is known that the chlorine reservoir species found in the LMS can have two origins.
Either they are formed in situ through chlorine deactivation or they are transported to
this altitude regime from higher altitudes (e.g., Thornton et al., 2003). However, it is
only reported for few examples, how much chlorine is deactivated in the LMS and how
much chlorine reservoir is transported from higher altitudes.
2.6 Interactions of climate change and
ozone depletion
Anthropogenic emission of greenhouse gases (GHGs) continuously changes the compo-
sition of the atmosphere (Charney et al., 1979). These changes in atmospheric composi-
tion influence the thermal radiation budget (Pachauri and Mayer, 2015), which in turn
affects relevant processes for catalytic ozone depletion (Dameris and Baldwin, 2012).
It is commonly known and well established that the presence of GHG influences the
temperature of the atmosphere. While the surface temperature is increasing, temper-
atures in the stratosphere are decreasing (Fels et al., 1980; Randel et al., 2009). As
global GHG emissions are expected to continue, also the decreasing temperature trend
in the stratosphere is expected to be maintained. This probably leads to longer and
more stable vortices, more frequent occurrences of PSCs, and more ozone depletion in
the Arctic (Shindell et al., 1998). During recent winters, extremely low temperatures
and strong ozone depletion have been reported for the Arctic (Manney et al., 2011).
Using the connection between the volume of PSCs and ozone depletion shown by Rex
et al. (2004), an additional ozone loss of 15 DU per Kelvin of the average cooling of
the stratosphere is estimated. In a time series, Rex et al. (2004, 2006) showed that the
extreme cold Arctic winters are getting colder and thus more ozone depletion occurs.
Beside this direct influence of temperature, climate change also affects atmospheric dy-
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Figure 2.8: Climate impacts due to Antarctic ozone depletion. Reprint from WMO
(2018, Figure ES-8).
namics and transport, which are also relevant for the stratospheric ozone layer. A change
of the BDC is discussed to be connected to climate change (Stiller et al., 2012; Haenel
et al., 2015; Dameris and Baldwin, 2012, and references therein), which would also imply
considerable changes in stratospheric ozone distribution and changes in ozone depletion.
STE is also projected to change due to climate change: Increased atmospheric wave ac-
tivity may change the polar night jet and the North Atlantic Oscillation (Dameris and
Baldwin, 2012, and references therein). For future projections of ozone changes due
to climate change, it is of particular interest to asses, which effects caused by climate
change will alter the atmosphere, and how they interact in combination. While radia-
tive cooling due to GHG might increase the stability of the polar vortex, stronger wave
activity might decrease this stability. These long term changes are difficult to project
with atmospheric models (Dameris and Baldwin, 2012, and references therein) and
therefore it is important to closely monitor the atmospheric state during the process of
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GHG-induced climate change. Highly resolved measurements in the UTLS are there-
fore important to validate atmospheric models in terms of their capability to reproduce
meso-scale structures in trace gases.
Ozone, in particular in the UTLS region, also has a great influence on the radiation
budget. Variability in distribution of UTLS ozone accounts for notable differences in
climate simulations (Xia et al., 2017). Potential changes in the radiation budget of the
atmosphere due to ozone were already discussed by Forster and Shine (1997). Accord-
ing to the recent summary of the WMO ozone assessment (WMO, 2018), the relative
importance of ozone depletion for climate in the southern hemisphere will depend on
the evolution of atmospheric GHG concentrations. However, low ozone columns in the
Antarctic cool the stratosphere, which accelerates stratospheric circulation, delays the
breakup of the polar vortex, influences zonal transport and rainfall, and changes ocean
temperature and circulation (Hartmann et al., 2014; Butchart, 2014; Gerber and Son,
2014; Swart et al., 2018). The interplay of these processes are depicted schematically in
Fig. 2.8.
2.7 Observations
After the discovery of low stratospheric ozone values due to catalytic ozone depletion,
observations of trace gases in the stratosphere were required to monitor the ozone layer,
to control the emission of substances banned by the Montreal protocol, and to increase
the knowledge of ozone depleting processes. A large variety of measurement techniques
can be applied for this purpose. In situ instruments, which are deployed on an altitude
changing platform such as aircraft or balloon, usually have excellent accuracy and pre-
cision, but are spatially limited to the position of the airborne platform. Remote sensing
instruments from aircraft and balloon can cover a larger spatial range than in situ in-
struments but are still limited in spatial and temporal extent. Potentially continuous
and global measurements are possible with spaceborne instruments. The total ozone
column, which is relevant for the amount of harmful ultraviolet radiation that reaches
the Earth’s surface, has been monitored by several satellite missions. The TOMS1 series
of instruments (Stolarski et al., 1986) started the monitoring of total ozone columns in
1979 and was followed by many instruments, e.g., the OMI2 or OMPS3. Measurements
of these instruments are collected by the NASA Ozone Watch website (NASA GSFC,
2018). Besides ozone, also total columns of other trace gases (e.g., HNO3, H2O, NH3,
CFC-11) are regularly measured by spaceborne instruments in nadir viewing geometry,
e.g., by IASI4. Total columns of trace gases like O3, HNO3, ClONO2, and HCl are also
measured by ground based Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR) stations,
which are organized in the Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition
Change (NDACC; Mazière et al., 2018).
1Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
2Ozone Monitoring Instrument
3Ozone Mapping Profiler Suite
4Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer
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Besides total columns, also vertical profiles can be derived from these measurements,
but the vertical resolution is limited. Limb remote sensing instruments provide trace
gas profiles with a considerably higher vertical resolution but with lower horizontal
resolution, compared to nadir remote sensing instruments. These limb remote sensing
instruments are deployed on satellites, balloon platforms, or aircraft. Examples for such
remote sensing instruments are the Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric
Sounding (MIPAS; Fischer et al., 2008) on satellite, balloon and aircraft, the spaceborne
Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS; Waters et al., 2006) and the Atmospheric Chemistry
Experiment – Fourier Transform Spectrometer (ACE-FTS; Bernath, 2017), the ballon-
borne Mark 4 (MkIV; Toon, 1991) and the CRISTA – New Frontiers (CRISTA-NF;
Offermann et al., 1999) on aircraft. Measurements of chlorine species have been per-
formed from spaceborne instruments for the chlorine reservoirs ClONO2 (e.g., Zander
et al., 1986; Roche et al., 1994; Höpfner et al., 2004; Nakajima et al., 2006; Wolff et al.,
2008) and HCl (e.g., Beaver and Russell, 1998; Mahieu et al., 2008; Froidevaux et al.,
2008b), and active chlorine such as ClO (e.g., Waters et al., 1993; Glatthor et al., 2004;
Urban et al., 2005; Santee et al., 2008a). These satellite measurements can provide
global coverage over a long period of time and have been used to investigate for exam-
ple chlorine partitioning (e.g., Dessler et al., 1995; Dufour et al., 2006; Santee et al.,
2008b), and for model evaluation (e.g., Andersson et al., 2016; Grooß et al., 2018).
During several measurement campaigns in the Arctic, important insights into processes
related to polar ozone depletion have been gained. The SOLVE / THESEO5 (2000) cam-
paign showed evidence of large nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) particles (so called “NAT-
rocks”), which significantly increase denitrification (Newman et al., 2002; Fueglistaler
et al., 2002). The RECONCILE6 (2010/11) campaign revealed essential parameters of
the Cl2O2 photolysis (von Hobe et al., 2013). Balloon and airborne in situ measurements
enabled process studies (e.g., Lelieveld et al., 1999; von Hobe et al., 2013) and studies of
chlorine partitioning at flight altitude (e.g., Jurkat et al., 2017) to be performed. Limb
remote sensing measurements from balloon and airborne instruments provide trace gas
profiles that have been used to study the diurnal cycle of trace gases (Wetzel et al.,
2012), chlorine partitioning (von Clarmann et al., 1995; Wetzel et al., 2015), and pro-
cess studies (e.g., von Hobe et al., 2013, and references therein). Most of these studies
focus on altitudes of around 500 K potential temperature, (≈20 km altitude) where
maximum chlorine activation is typically found.
The POLSTRACC / GW-LCYCLE II / GWEX / SALSA (PGS) campaign, which were
conducted during the Arctic winter 2015/16, give insights into horizontal and vertical
distributions of ozone and trace gases, which are related to catalytic ozone depletion in
the UTLS. Context information on these meso-scale structures is provided by satellite
observations of relevant trace gases. The Gimballed Limb Observer for Radiance Imag-
ing of the Atmosphere (GLORIA) instrument and several in situ instruments which
were deployed on the High Altitude and LOng range research aircraft (HALO) during
the PGS campaign are presented in more detail in Sections 3.2 and 4.2.
5Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) III Ozone Loss and Validation Experiment /
Third European Stratospheric Experiment on Ozone
6Reconciliation of essential process parameters for an enhanced predictability of Arctic stratospheric
ozone loss and its climate interactions
Chapter 3
GLORIA airborne atmospheric limb
emission measurements
Airborne measurement campaigns with infrared limb-emission remote-sensing instru-
ments have been a source of spatially and/or temporally resolved observations of tem-
perature and a wealth of trace gases (e.g., Piesch et al., 1996; Blom et al., 2003) as
well as these campaigns have been important steps for demonstration of technology for
future satellite missions (e.g., Fischer et al., 2008).
The Gimballed Limb Observer for Radiance Imaging of the Atmosphere (GLORIA;
Friedl-Vallon et al., 2014) continues the heritage of the series of Michelson Interferome-
ters for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS; Fischer and Oelhaf, 1996; Piesch et al.,
1996; Friedl-Vallon et al., 2004) and CRyogenic Infrared Spectrometers and Telescopes
for the Atmosphere (CRISTA; Offermann et al., 1999; Ungermann et al., 2012). One
major improvement of GLORIA compared to its limb-scanning precursors is the us-
age of an imaging array detector for significantly higher spatial and temporal sampling
and precise relative pointing between vertical limb angles. An overview of scientific
objectives and the potential of the GLORIA instrument is given by Riese et al. (2014).
This chapter starts with an overview of Fourier transform spectrometers (FTS), ex-
plaining the basic concepts, and introducing advantages of the imaging FTS (iFTS)
concept. Then, the implementation of such an iFTS is shown for the GLORIA instru-
ment. The theory of infrared emission spectroscopy is summarized in Sec. 3.3, followed
by sketches of the limb measurement geometry and radiative transfer theory. These
aspects are finally used to explain the theory of the trace gas retrieval method used for
the GLORIA measurements.
3.1 Imaging Fourier Transform Spectrometer
The usage of FTS for observation of the atmospheric state and composition is an es-
tablished technique, and many applications have been reported (Beer, 1992; Persky,
1995). The FTS of GLORIA basically consists of a Michelson interferometer, of which
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Figure 3.1: Interferogram (high-pass filtered) and corresponding complex spectrum after
Fourier transformation and phase correction. Measured by GLORIA on 13 March 2016
10:46:32 UTC at a tangent altitude of 13.7 km.
the optical path difference (OPD) is modified (e.g., by moving one mirror back- and
forward). The intensity modulation, due to the interference pattern, observed at the
detector is correlated with the OPD, and the Fourier transform of this interferogram
(intensity vs. OPD) results in a spectrum. An example of a GLORIA interferogram to-
gether with the corresponding complex spectrum as result of a Fourier transformation
is shown in Fig. 3.1. The interferogram has been high-pass filtered. This figure displays
the maximum OPD of GLORIA, which is from -8.0 cm to 8.0 cm. Due to this rather
coarse level of detail, only some fine structures in the interference pattern are visible,
but not fully resolved in this representation of the interferogram. The corresponding
complex spectrum depicted in Fig. 3.1 has been phase corrected after Fourier transform
of the presented interferogram. The spectral sampling of such a spectrum is given as the
inverse of the OPD. For a Michelson interferometer with a maximum OPD (OPDmax),
the spectral sampling ∆ν is:
∆ν = 12|OPDmax| . (3.1)
In the iFTS approach, a large number of interferograms of different target geolocations
is recorded simultaneously by using an imaging array as detector behind the Michelson
interferometer. Fig. 3.2 shows exemplary off-axis beams entering from the atmosphere
under an angle α with their path through the FTS for two different positions of the mov-
able mirror are depicted. It is shown that beams incident under one angle α are focused
at one position on the image plane (Genest and Tremblay, 1999; Kretschmer, 2014).
Therefore the signal at different pixels on the imaging detector corresponds to a certain
range of angles, of which the light is entering from the atmosphere. The significantly
higher sampling of the iFTS GLORIA compared to the FTS MIPAS-STRatospheric
aircraft (MIPAS-STR) is shown in Fig. 3.3.
This considerably higher number of observations provided, also introduces technological
challenges, which need to be addressed. Compared to a single pixel FTS, the imaging
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of off-axis beams entering from the atmosphere under an angle α
into a FTS. Two exemplary rays are shown for two positions of the movable mirror, which
are separated by a distance of |OPDmax|. Adapted from Kretschmer (2014, Fig. 2.5).
array of an iFTS is substantially more difficult to characterize, as detector pixels show
considerable variations within one detector array, which introduces enhanced uncer-
tainties from the radiometric calibration. In fact, each pixel has to be considered as a
unique FTS instrument. In addition, an advanced set of electronics is necessary, in order
to handle the larger amount (6144 interferograms for the GLORIA iFTS instead of one
interferogram for the MIPAS-STR FTS) of recorded data. The large amount of data
also leads to extreme requirements in data transmission, storage, handling and process-
ing. In the following section, the implementation of this iFTS concept for GLORIA is
briefly described.
3.2 GLORIA instrument overview
The GLORIA instrument (Friedl-Vallon et al., 2014, and the related AMT special issue)
is designed for the deployment on the German HALO aircraft (see Fig. 3.4) and the
Russian stratospheric research aircraft Geophysica (M55). The essential parts of the
GLORIA instrument are an imaging spectrometer, a gimballed frame for pointing and
line-of-sight stabilization, two blackbodies for radiometric calibration, and a control and
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Figure 3.3: Exemplary geolocations sampled by MIPAS-STR (solid large circles, color-
coded with altitude) and GLORIA (solid small dots, color-coded with altitude) during
the same time period during one flight (6 December 2011). Figure courtesy: Wolfgang
Woiwode, adapted from Woiwode et al. (2015).
data acquisition system. The spectrometer is a FTS with a HgCdTe long wave infrared
detector array. A total of 48× 128 (horizontal × vertical) pixels of this imaging detec-
tor are used to record the same number of interferograms simultaneously. In order to
reduce thermal noise and increase the instrument sensitivity, the spectrometer is cooled
down to −50 ◦C (Piesch et al., 2015). Depending on the scientific goals, the GLORIA
spectrometer can adapt the maximum OPD (i.e., the interferogram length) and there-
with the spectral and temporal sampling. During the PGS campaign, GLORIA was
operated in two different measurement modes: the high-spatial-resolution mode with a
spectral sampling of 0.625 cm−1 and a temporal resolution of 2 s and the high-spectral-
resolution mode (“chemistry mode”) with a sampling of 0.0625 cm−1 and 13 s. These
spectral sampling characteristics are result of the GLORIA OPD, which can be chosen
in a range between 0.8 cm and 8.0 cm. In this work, results of measurements at high
spectral resolution are discussed. In this measurement configuration, 48× 128 interfer-
ograms are recorded every 13 s, which corresponds to a displacement of the platform of
≈ 3 km considering typical HALO cruise speed. The gimbal frame is used to compen-
sate for the movements of the carrying aircraft and also offers the possibility to point
at azimuth angles between 45 and 135◦ relative to the flight direction for measurements
in across-track limb geometry. These different azimuth pointing angles are desired to
avoid stray sunlight, to correct for movements of the carrying aircraft due to cross
winds or to adopt the measurement line of sight (LOS) for expected horizontal gradi-
ents in temperature or trace gases. Another application of the adjustable azimuth angle
is the feasibility of tomographic measurements, in particular for studies of dynamical
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Figure 3.4: GLORIA mounted in the belly pod below the HALO research aircraft. The
photograph was taken just before take-off for research flight PGS19 on 13 March 2016.
Photographer: Björn-Martin Sinnhuber.
features of the atmosphere (Ungermann et al., 2011; Krisch et al., 2018). With these
tomographic measurements, the first three-dimensional observation of a gravity wave
was accomplished (Krisch et al., 2017).
The level 0 to level 1 processing comprises the generation of radiometrically and spec-
trally calibrated spectra from raw measurement data (Kleinert et al., 2014). At first,
the interferograms are corrected for spikes and for the nonlinearity of the detector and
readout system. Then, they are resampled from the time-equidistant measurement grid
onto a space-equidistant grid using information of a reference laser (Brault, 1996). Dur-
ing resampling, the interferograms are corrected for possible shifts due to linear phase
drifts, and the optical path difference of each pixel is determined according to its off-axis
angle, in order to sample each interferogram onto the correct abscissa in space. After the
Fourier transform, a complex calibration according to Revercomb et al. (1988) is per-
formed. Gain and offset are determined from regular in-flight measurements of the two
on-board blackbodies (Olschewski et al., 2013). The temperature difference between the
two blackbodies is about 30 to 40K, with the cold blackbody being around or slightly
below ambient temperature. The spectra are apodized using the Norton-Beer “strong”
apodization (Norton and Beer, 1976, 1977). This processing is done individually for
each of the 48 × 128 interferograms. For noise reduction, the pixels of each detector
row are averaged after filtering of bad pixels (typically 5% to 10%). As measurements
are smeared along track due to the horizontal movement of the aircraft, this averaging
does not result in a loss of information. This process results in 128 row-averaged spectra
with different elevation angles. After cloud filtering, this set of spectra serves as input
for the retrieval of atmospheric parameters. All atmospheric parameters are retrieved
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from the same set of averaged spectra.
GLORIA was deployed during the HALO campaigns TACTS/ESMVal1 (2012), PGS2
(2015/2016) and WISE3 (2017) and during the M55 campaigns ESSenCe4 (2011) and
StratoClim5 (2016/2017). During these campaigns, the instrument was constantly im-
proved (Kretschmer et al., 2015), the data processing was revised (Kleinert et al., 2014;
Guggenmoser et al., 2015), and the level 2 products (vertical profiles of atmospheric
parameters) were validated (Kaufmann et al., 2015; Woiwode et al., 2015; Ungermann
et al., 2015). GLORIA data proved to be useful for model validation (Khosrawi et al.,
2017) and case studies (Rolf et al., 2015; Krisch et al., 2017; Woiwode et al., 2018).
Improvements to the instrument (reduced aero-acoustic noise in the spectra) compared
to the results of Woiwode et al. (2015) increased the quality of the measured infrared
spectra, resulting in better quality characteristics of the retrieved temperature and trace
gas profiles.
The following sections sketch the theory of temperature and trace gas retrievals from
spectra, measured by GLORIA.
3.3 Infrared emission spectroscopy
The thermal infrared spectrum of the atmosphere shows numerous contributions from
rotational-vibrational transitions of trace gases. An example of a measured atmospheric
infrared emission spectrum, with major contributing trace gases marked, is shown in
Fig. 3.5. A more detailed view of this spectrum with the major contributing trace
gases is presented in Fig. 3.6. Besides numerous spectral features from trace gases of
interest in this spectral region, cloud and aerosol emissions strongly affect measurements
due to their relatively warm temperatures. Measurements affected by these cloud and
aerosol emissions make trace gas retrievals more complicated, but also allow to retrieve
information of these clouds and aerosols (e.g., Günther et al., 2017; Höpfner et al.,
2018).
Atmospheric trace gas molecules absorb and emit radiation through electronic, rota-
tional, and vibrational transitions. While electronic transitions absorb and emit radia-
tion in the ultraviolet (UV) and visible spectral range, and pure rotational transitions
mostly absorb and emit microwave and far-infrared radiation, rotational-vibrational
transitions are absorbing and emitting bands in the mid-infrared spectrum. Vibrations
of the molecule influence its moment of inertia, and thus, rotational and vibrational
transitions are usually coupled (e.g., Bernath, 2005). The resulting energy levels of
the molecule can be calculated as the energy eigenvalues E of the time independent
1Transport and Composition in the UTLS/Earth System Model Validation
2POLar STRAtosphere in a Changing Climate/Gravity Wave Life Cycle/Gravity Wave EXperi-
ment/Seasonality of Air mass transport and origin in the Lowermost Stratosphere using the HALO
Aircraft
3Wave-driven ISentropic Exchange
4ESA Sounder Campaign
5Stratospheric and upper tropospheric processes for better climate predictions
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Figure 3.5: Example of an atmospheric limb emission infrared spectrum measured by
GLORIA on 13 March 2016 10:46:32 UTC at a tangent altitude of 13.7 km. Trace gas
contributions, which are identifiable at this level of detail, are marked.
Schrödinger equation (Schrödinger, 1926)
Hˆψ = Eψ , (3.2)
where Hˆ is the Hamiltonian and ψ the wave function. Solutions for energy levels,
considering the vibrational state v and the rotational state J , are (Herzberg, 1939):
E = (v + 12)hνc +B
′J(J + 1) (3.3)
Here, h denotes the Planck constant, and B′ and νc are characteristic constants of the
molecule. Selection rules allow for rotational-vibrational transitions with ∆v = ±1 and
∆J = ±1,0. For one vibrational transition v2 → v1, multiple rotational transitions are
possible, which form so-called “P” (∆J = J ′′−J ′ = −1) and “R” (∆J = +1) branches.
For certain transitions of this molecule also a “Q” branch (∆J = 0) can be allowed,
which is located between the “P” and “R” branches (e.g., Hollas, 2010). A detailed
discussion of the quantum mechanical motivation for the existence of a “Q” branch in
a molecular spectrum is given by Wilson et al. (1955, appendix XVI). An example for
a transition having a “Q” branch is the CO2 band centered at 791 cm−1 (shown in
Fig. 3.7).
The line strength or intensity is a measure of the transition probability. This probability
depends on temperature, on the degeneracy of the relevant energy levels, and on selec-
tion rules for the transition (e.g., Bernath, 2005). For increasing J (which corresponds
to spectral lines in the band further away from the center frequency), degeneracy of
these energy levels (2J+1) increases, while for increasing J also the probability of ther-
mal occupation of this rotational level (e−(EJ−E0)/(kBT )) decreases. This explains the
envelope of the “P” and “R” branch (e.g., Haken and Wolf, 2006).
Spectroscopic data, which are necessary for evaluation and processing of atmospheric
remote sensing measurements, are provided as line-by-line or cross section data (Flaud,
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Figure 3.6: Close-up of the example of an atmospheric limb emission infrared spectrum
measured by GLORIA on 13 March 2016 10:46:32 UTC at a tangent altitude of 13.7
km (black solid line). The contributions of single gases are calculated with the radiative
transfer model KOPRA (Stiller, 2000) and shown as colored lines. Measurement noise
is estimated to 20 nW/(cm2 sr cm−1).
1994). A large number of available spectroscopic data is collected in the high-resolution
transmission molecular absorption database (HITRAN; e.g., Gordon et al., 2017) and
in a dedicated MIPAS spectroscopy (e.g., Flaud et al., 2003).
According to Eqn. (3.2), spectral lines of rotational-vibrational transitions are calcu-
lated to occur at distinct spectral positions, while in observations these spectral lines
have a finite width. Broadening of the lines is caused by the natural line shape, pres-
sure broadening, and Doppler broadening. The natural line shape is a result of the
finite lifetime of the excited state of the molecule. Due to the uncertainty in energy and
time, each spectral line connected to a transition has a minimum line shape in form
of a Lorentzian distribution (Spencer and Moore, 2001, chapter B1.1.4.2). Thermal
velocity of the radiation emitting molecules causes a temperature-dependent Doppler
broadening of the spectral lines. The velocity of the molecules follows a Maxwell distri-
bution and broadens the line in a Gaussian shape (e.g., Hollas, 2010). The probability
of molecule collisions is related to pressure and temperature of the atmosphere. If a
collision occurs during the emission process, the characteristic lifetime of this process is
shortened and, due to the energy-time uncertainty, the energy uncertainty is increased.
This pressure broadening results in a Lorentzian line shape (Rabitz, 1974). These effects
of line broadening are considered in Voigt-profiles (Armstrong, 1967). Still, this Voigt-
profile does not account for the influence of collisions on translations of the molecules,
which are visible in line shape measurements of high spectral resolution (Valipour, 2001;
Kochanov, 2012; Birk and Wagner, 2016). The Dicke-effect (Dicke, 1953; Wang, 2013)
describes the narrowing of the Doppler broadening as a result of changes in velocity
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Figure 3.7: Spectrum for a CO2 molecule showing the P, Q and R branches, simulated
with KOPRA with a 0.025 cm−1 sampling. At wavenumbers lower than 780 cm−1,
spectral lines from another emission band are visible.
due to collisions between molecules. This effect is considered in sophisticated line shape
functions, such as Galatry, Rautian, or velocity dependant Voigt-profiles (Galatry, 1961;
Rautian and Sobel’man, 1967; Valipour, 2001). For rotational-vibrational bands, spec-
tral lines of one molecule are located spectrally close. Due to broadening, these lines
may overlap significantly. Under these conditions, line-mixing effects, if not considered
in the spectroscopic model, may introduce an additional error (e.g., Rosenkranz, 1975;
Berman, 1998). In measured spectra, the line shape is, in addition, influenced by the
spectral resolution and the instrumental line shape of the spectrometer. In case of spec-
tra measured with GLORIA, the instrumental line shape only allows for observation of
pressure broadening.
3.4 Limb measurement geometry
In the limb measurement geometry, observations are taken in long paths through the
atmosphere, which are a tangent to a layer parallel to Earth’s surface (Livesey, 2014).
The lines of sight, together with the position of tangent points and tangent altitudes,
are schematically shown in Fig. 3.8. All atmospheric segments along the line of sight
contribute to the signal, but most information is considered to come from the tangent
point (Gille and House, 1971; Gordley and Russell Iii, 1981). The spectroscopic sig-
nature of the target trace gas can be measured in absorption or emission. For solar
occultation measurements, the sun is used as background to measure absorption of the
atmosphere. While this method provides good signal to noise and vertical resolution, the
total number of measurements is limited to the number of occultation possibilities. The
Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment – Fourier Transform Spectrometer (ACE-FTS) is
an example of a solar occultation infrared limb-sounder (e.g., Bernath, 2017). Emission
measurements use the cold deep space as background for each limb measurement to
observe the thermal emission of the molecules in the atmosphere. This method allows
for a high number of measurements and is independent of the time of the day, but emis-
sion measurements demand for an elaborate instrument design. In particular, cooling
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Figure 3.8: Schematic representation of the limb measurement geometry, showing the
tangent points located on a slant in the atmosphere. Figure from Ungermann et al.
(2013) (CC Attribution 3.0 License).
of the instrument is crucial to reduce thermal emission of the instrument. Examples
for limb emission sounders are the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) instrument in the
microwave wavelength range (e.g. Waters et al., 2006), and the MIPAS in the infrared
(e.g. Fischer et al., 2008). Limb measurements have excellent vertical resolution, while
their horizontal resolution is limited due to the long paths through the atmosphere
(along the LOS), on which the signal is averaged. In addition, the horizontal resolution
is limited, as the instrumental platform is moving during the time, needed for recording
one interferogram. This results in a horizontal averaging of the air masses which are
sampled during the time period of the measurement.
3.5 Radiative transfer
The radiation L at the spectral position of a wavenumber ν observed by the instrument
depends on the background radiation L(ν, 0), the transmittance along the path through
the atmosphere to the observer τ(ν, z′, z), and sources J along the path. Radiation after
propagation through an atmospheric path z can be formulated as (Rodgers, 2000):
L(ν, z) = L(ν, 0) τ(ν, 0, z) +
z∫
0
J(z′) d
dz′
τ(ν, z′, z)dz′, (3.4)
where τ denotes the transmittance, and J the source function. The background radiance
L(ν, 0) at position 0 is transmitted according to the transmittance τ(ν, 0, z) along the
path z. Along this path, sources J(z′) contribute to the observable radiance again
transmitted according to the transmittance τ(ν, z′, z) between the position of the source
and the observer. The source function includes scattering and thermal emission. A
detailed discussion of formulations of τ(ν, z′, z) and J(z) is given by Liou (1992) or
Rodgers (2000, Chapter 9).
In case of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE)6, the emission part of the source
function J is depending on the Planck function B. This thermal radiance emission B
6For higher altitudes (starting from the upper stratosphere), Non-LTE effects become increasingly
important (see Lopez-Puertas, 2001).
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of a black-body with the temperature T is given by Planck’s law (Planck, 1914):
B(ν, T ) = 2hν
3
c2
1
e
hν
kBT − 1
(3.5)
Here ν denotes the wavenumber, c the speed of light, and kB the Boltzmann constant.
The shape of the Planck function can be seen in the envelope of atmospheric spectral
lines. This envelope can be partly observed in Fig. 3.5, particularly in the spectral
range of 1000 - 1100 cm−1 where the atmosphere is optically thick due to the strong
absorption band of ozone.
3.6 Information retrieval theory
With the knowledge of the radiative transfer equation (3.4) and the optical properties
of the atmosphere (caused by the atmospheric composition and state), it is possible to
calculate the expected radiation for an observer. As remote sensing instruments measure
the radiation, an inversion of Eqn. (3.4) is necessary in order to retrieve the atmospheric
state and composition from the measurement of the radiation. As this inversion is
analytically nonexistent, the retrieval process needs to be performed iteratively. Starting
with an initial guess of the atmospheric state and composition (e.g., climatological
data), spectra are calculated by radiative transfer models and compared to the profile
of measured spectra. For the target parameters, derivatives of the radiance with respect
to the parameter are calculated to perform an iterative fit. Typically, this inversion
problem is underdetermined and additional a-priori knowledge has to be applied to
constrain the retrieval. It is important to carefully select these constraints in order to
account for atmospheric features, which do not agree to the prior knowledge (McPeters
et al., 1984). More details and explanations of atmospheric retrieval theory are given
by Rodgers (2000).
In this work, the retrieval software KOPRAFIT (Höpfner, 2000) is used, in which the
forward radiative transfer is calculated by the radiative transfer model KOPRA (Karls-
ruhe Optimized and Precise Radiative transfer Algorithm; Stiller, 2000). Karlsruhe
Optimized and Precise Radiative transfer Algorithm (KOPRA) is a line-by-line radia-
tive transfer model, which is optimized for computationally efficient analyses of highly
resolved spectral measurements. This software is used in the processing of spaceborne
and airborne MIPAS measurements (von Clarmann et al., 2003; Wetzel et al., 2002;
Woiwode et al., 2012). KOPRAFIT employs the Jacobians (derivatives of the radiance
with respect to the fitted atmospheric parameters) provided by KOPRA to fit the se-
lected atmospheric parameters to the measured set of spectra. The inverse problem
is solved by the Gauss–Newton iterative algorithm (Rodgers, 2000) with Tikhonov–
Phillips regularization (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977; Phillips, 1962):
~xi+1 = ~xi +
(
KTi S−1y Ki + γLTL
)−1 (
KTi S−1y (~y − ~f(~xi)) + γLTL(~xa − ~xi)
)
(3.6)
Here i denotes the iteration index, ~xi the vector containing the atmospheric state of
step i, ~y the radiance measurement vector, ~f the radiative transfer function, ~xa the a
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Figure 3.9: Vertical distribution of cloud indices along flights PGS12 (a, 31 January
2016) and PGS19 (b, 13 March 2016). The lower the cloud index, the more the measured
spectrum is affected by clouds. Between 12:00 and 14:00UTC in PGS19 no atmospheric
data were measured due to a refueling stop of the aircraft.
priori profile,Ki the Jacobian of ~f for ~xi, Sy the co-variance matrix of the measurement,
L the first-order differential operator and γ the regularization parameter. The regular-
ization term γLTL constrains the retrieval result to a smooth profile of the retrieved
atmospheric quantity. In the applied formulation, the regularization avoids a bias to the
retrieval result from an a priori profile (Eriksson, 2000). The regularization parameters
are chosen such that high vertical resolutions are obtained while unrealistic oscillations
of the retrieved quantity are avoided.
The retrieval strategy in this work follows closely the one described by Woiwode et al.
(2012). For the retrieval, the atmospheric parameters are represented on a discrete
altitude grid with 250m spacing in the region of interest (3–17 km) and a coarser grid
width below and above (1.5 km for 0–3 km, 2 km for 18–20 km, 2.5 km for 20–30 km
and 50 km for 50–100 km). For the first step of the retrieval, trace gas profiles from
the climatology by Remedios et al. (2007) are used for all important trace gases in
the selected spectral range. Temperature, pressure and water vapor are taken from
an interpolation of European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
analysis data to the GLORIA tangent points. Only for the retrieval of water vapor, a
constant profile of 10 ppmv for H2O is used as an initial guess (instead of the ECMWF
H2O profile, which is used for retrievals of other atmospheric parameters than H2O),
in order to assure independence of retrieved vertical and horizontal structures in the
water vapor distribution of the meteorological analysis. Retrieval quantities are the
LOS, temperature, VMR of HNO3, O3, ClONO2 and CFC-12 or the logarithm of VMR
of H2O. To consider atmospheric aerosols and thin clouds, the logarithm of an artificial
continuum is part of the retrieval vector as described in Woiwode et al. (2015).
For the preparation of the retrieval, spectra affected by thick clouds are filtered. For
that purpose, the cloud index (CI) introduced by Spang et al. (2004) is calculated for
each measured spectrum as the color ratio between the spectral interval (also known as
“micro-windows”) 788.20 to 796.25 cm−1 and 832.30 to 834.40 cm−1. The CI is shown
in Fig. 3.9 for the flights on 31 January 2016 and on 13 March 2016. Lower CI values
indicate a larger influence of clouds on the spectrum. In previous studies using compa-
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Retrieval target Micro-window [cm−1]
LOS and temperature 810.5–812.9
956.0–958.2
HNO3 862.0–863.5
866.1–867.5
901.3–901.8
O3 780.6–781.7
787.0–787.6
ClONO2 780.0–780.4
H2O 795.7–796.1
CFC-12 918.9–921.3
Table 3.1: Spectral windows for the different target species of the GLORIA high-
spectral-resolution-mode PGS retrieval.
rable airborne limb-emission observations, typically fixed CI thresholds between 2 and
4 were used (Ungermann et al., 2012; Woiwode et al., 2012, 2015). In this work, a CI
threshold of 3 is used for the lowest and 1.8 for the highest limb tangent altitude to
preserve observations which are only moderately affected by PSCs. The CI thresholds
for points in between these altitudes are linearly interpolated. This approach is chosen
to effectively filter out tropospheric clouds at lower altitudes while optically thin cirrus
or polar stratospheric clouds still are allowed for the retrieval.
In the first step, the line of sight is determined to correct a possible misalignment of
the GLORIA gimbal frame. From this retrieval, a correction for the LOS is calculated
and applied to all of the following steps. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
Then temperature, HNO3, O3, CFC-12, ClONO2 and H2O are sequentially retrieved.
After each step, the values retrieved for the previous quantities are kept fixed and used
as new initial guess profiles.
The spectral windows for the retrieval of the different trace gases are shown in Table 3.1.
These spectral ranges were selected to minimize the cross talk of emission lines of other
trace gases, as well as saturation of spectral lines, particularly at low limb views.
Error analysis
For the characterization of the results, possible error sources (systematic and noise
errors) are estimated, and their influences on the retrieval are calculated. Considered
errors are spectroscopic uncertainties (as reported in previous work), radiometric cal-
ibration errors (multiplicative gain and additive offset), residual pointing uncertainty,
a temperature error for VMR retrievals, and an error of the CO2 climatology profile
(accounting also for errors in the CO2 spectroscopic line data).
The spectroscopic error is estimated as 8% for HNO3 (Wetzel et al., 2002), 5.5% for
ClONO2 (Wagner and Birk, 2003) and 10% for CFC-12 (Moore et al., 2006). For O3
and H2O, uncertainties in line intensities are reported (Flaud et al., 2002, 2006), and
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the spectroscopic error is estimated as 7% for O3 and 10% for H2O. Considering the
temperature retrieval, the spectroscopic error can be estimated by assuming an error in
the CO2 profiles as high as 5%, according to Wetzel et al. (2002). In order to quantify
the influence of the assumed CO2 profile, the temperature retrieval has been repeated
with a CO2 profile uniformly decreased by 5%. The differences between these retrievals
at each grid point show the sensitivity of the retrieval to the modified CO2 profile.
In the same way, the impacts of the other error sources on the retrieval are quantified.
The results of a retrieval with a perturbed radiometric calibration, LOS or temperature
are subtracted from the standard retrieval results to estimate the error at each individ-
ual retrieval grid point. With this method, uncertainties in the radiometric calibration
are calculated considering uncertainties in the multiplicative gain of 2% and uncertain-
ties in the additive radiance offset of 50.0 nWcm−2 sr−1 cm. LOS errors are estimated
by retrievals assuming a 0.05◦ LOS offset. This estimation is based on the short-term
profile-to-profile variability found in the LOS retrievals (see Sect. 5.3.1) and systematic
uncertainties inherent to the LOS retrieval, such as uncertainties in ECMWF atmo-
spheric temperature and pressure. For trace gas retrievals, the retrieved temperature
is used to describe the atmospheric state. The effect of uncertainties in the retrieved
temperatures on the trace gas retrievals is estimated by modifying the retrieved tem-
perature profile systematically with the related temperature error (estimated for the
temperature retrieval). The retrieval noise is calculated according to Rodgers (2000):
∆xnoise = Gy =
((
KTS−1y K+ γLTL
)−1
KTS−1y
)
· . (3.7)
Here, ∆xnoise denotes the noise error, Gy the retrieval gain matrix,  the measurement
error andK the Jacobian for the last iteration step. This measurement error is estimated
as the spectral variance in the micro-window of the imaginary part of the calibrated
spectrum (Kleinert et al., 2014).
The total estimated error for each altitude of each retrieved profile is calculated as the
square root of the sum of the squares of each error contribution, as is shown for VMR
in Eq. (3.8) and for temperature in Eq. (3.9).
∆xvmr =
√
∆x2spectroscopy + ∆x2gain + ∆x2offset + ∆x2pointing + ∆x2temperature + ∆x2noise
(3.8)
∆xtemperature =
√
∆x2CO2 + ∆x2gain + ∆x2offset + ∆x2pointing + ∆x2noise (3.9)
Vertical resolution and degrees of freedom
An important diagnostic measure is the vertical resolution, which is calculated by using
the averaging kernel of the retrieval. The averaging kernel matrix is defined as (Rodgers,
2000)
A = Gy ·K. (3.10)
The vertical resolution at a retrieval grid point is calculated as the full width at half
maximum of the averaging kernel row. Another important quantity for a retrieval is
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the number of degrees of freedom. These are calculated as the trace of the averaging
kernel matrix (Rodgers, 2000), since the diagonal elements of the averaging kernel are
a measure of how much measurement information is contained in the retrieval result
per level. For the GLORIA retrievals in this work, vertical resolutions of 400 – 1000 m
are reached. For an exemplary profile, the retrieved profile had 12 degrees of freedom
for 85 used limb angles covering an altitude of 7.5 km.
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Chapter 4
Data sets
This chapter introduces other data sets than GLORIA measurements, which are also
used in this paper. First, the PGS campaign is discussed and an overview of the in situ
instruments used for validation of GLORIA data and their measurement techniques is
provided. Then, relevant satellite missions are presented and atmospheric models and
meteorological data sets are introduced.
4.1 PGS campaign
The PGS mission is the combination of the POLSTRACC1 aircraft campaign (Oelhaf
et al., 2015) together with GW-LCYCLE II2, GWEX3 and SALSA4 campaigns. The
combined mission took place in the Arctic winter 2015/2016 with bases in Oberpfaf-
fenhofen (Germany) and Kiruna (Sweden). This particular winter was characterized by
exceptionally cold stratospheric temperatures (Manney and Lawrence, 2016; Matthias
et al., 2016), by the presence of Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSCs) down to altitudes
lower than 15 km over a long period of time (Pitts et al., 2018; Voigt et al., 2018), and
by strong denitrification (Khosrawi et al., 2017). These conditions allowed for extensive
activation of chlorine. Among the scientific objectives of the PGS campaign are
• investigation of chemical processes such as ozone depletion,
• nitrification and denitrification and chlorine activation and deactivation in the
LMS,
• mixing and dynamical linkages between the upper troposphere and the lower
stratosphere, and between high latitudes and middle latitudes over the course of
the winter,
1POLar STRAtosphere in a Changing Climate
2Gravity Wave Life Cycle
3Gravity Wave EXperiment
4Seasonality of Air mass transport and origin in the Lowermost Stratosphere using the HALO
Aircraft
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Figure 4.1: Flight paths of all PGS flights with GLORIA measurements. The parts of
the flights with GLORIA high-spectral-resolution-mode measurements are represented
in bold lines. Flights PGS06 (12 January 2016), PGS08 (20 January 2016), PGS12
(31 January 2016), PGS14 (26 February 2016), PGS19 (13 March 2016), and PGS21
(18 March 2016) are discussed in detail in this work and are highlighted on the map.
• gravity waves.
For that purpose, nine in situ and three remote-sensing instruments probed the UTLS
region during 18 HALO research flights between December 2015 and March 2016. The
flight paths, covering regions between 80◦W - 30◦E longitude and 25◦N - 87◦N latitude,
are shown in Fig. 4.1. These 18 PGS research flights, each with a duration of approx-
imately 10 h (up to 8000 km distance), cover the whole time of the Arctic winter and
provide a unique data set.
4.2 In situ instruments
The nine in situ instruments that were deployed on board HALO during the PGS
campaign measure temperature and trace gases at the position of the aircraft with high
precision and temporal resolution. Calibration measurements with reference gases or
calibration units assure a high accuracy of the measurements.
The AIrborne (chemical ionization) Mass Spectrometer (AIMS) measures HCl, SO2,
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HNO3 and ClONO2 at a time resolution of 1.7 s with a detection limit of 6–20 pptv,
10–15% precision and an accuracy of 12–20% (Jurkat et al., 2016, 2017). In addition,
water vapor in low concentrations is measured in a second configuration (Kaufmann
et al., 2016; Voigt et al., 2017).
Water vapor measurements between 1 and 1000 ppmv are performed with the Fast
In-situ Stratospheric Hygrometer (FISH), which is based on Lyman-α photo-fragment
fluorescence (Zöger et al., 1999). FISH is one of the core airborne in situ instruments
for measuring water vapor in the UTLS (Fahey et al., 2014). FISH has a time resolution
of 1 s and achieved a precision of 0.7%× vmr (volume mixing ratio; relative part of the
precision) plus 0.35ppmv (absolute part of the precision) with an overall accuracy of
6.6%× vmr during PGS (Meyer et al., 2015).
The Basic HALO Measurement and Data System (BAHAMAS) consists of a sensor
package for basic meteorological parameters – such as temperature, pressure, airflow,
wind and humidity – and a data acquisition system which provides additional interfaces
into the aircraft avionic system and to an inertial reference system (Krautstrunk and
Giez, 2012; Giez et al., 2017). Sensor data are available with a time resolution of 100Hz;
standard processing is based on a 10Hz time resolution. The temperature measurement
is based on an open-wire resistance temperature sensor, which is contained in a special
Total Air Temperature (TAT) inlet located in the nose section of the aircraft. These
housings are heated to prevent ice formation and designed to separate droplets and
particles from the probed airflow ahead of the sensor. The airflow is slowed down inside
the housing in order to approach TAT via adiabatic heating. Data processing contains
several corrections to account for deviations from ideal inlet behavior (Bange et al.,
2013). These corrections limit the accuracy of the temperature determination to about
0.5K, while the precision of the measurement is estimated to be about 0.03K by means
of auto-covariance function analysis.
The Fast AIRborne Ozone instrument (FAIRO) measures ozone with a time resolution
of 10Hz (Zahn et al., 2012). The O3 volume mixing ratio has a precision of ≈ 0.3ppbv
(at 10Hz) and an accuracy (based on systematic errors) of ≈ 1.5%.
Additionally, the Gas chromatograph for the Observation of Stratospheric Tracers Mass
Spectrometer (GhOST-MS) provides measurements of CFC-12 in the electron capture
detector channel (Obersteiner et al., 2016).
4.3 Satellite observations
4.3.1 Aura/MLS
The NASA Earth Observing System Aura satellite was launched in July 2004 into a
near-polar, sun-synchronous 705 km altitude orbit with the MLS deployed on board.
The Aura satellite flies in formation in the “A-Train” constellation of satellites and has
an approximately 13:45 local Equator-crossing time. The Aura/MLS instrument is a
successor to the MLS instrument on the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS)
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Trace gas vertical resolution estimated error recommended lowest
retrieval surface
O3 3 km 10% 261 hPa
HNO3 4 km 30% 215 hPa
HCl 3 km 20-40% 147 hPa
ClO 3-4.5 km 5-20% 147 hPa
CH3Cl 5-5 km 30-45% 147 hPa
Table 4.1: Approximate vertical resolution, typical estimated error, and recommended
lowest (i.e., highest pressure) retrieval surface for MLS version 4 trace gases in the
UTLS.
and is a limb sounder analyzing the thermal emission (wavelengths from 2.5 to 0.1mm)
of the atmosphere using seven radiometers to cover five spectral bands (Waters et al.,
2006). The along-track scanning radiometers, pointing in the orbital flight direction
and vertically scanning the limb of the atmosphere, scan the limb every 165 km along
the orbit track. According to the orbit of the Aura spacecraft, the global coverage of
measurements is from 82◦ S to 82◦N.
In this work, the current MLS version 4.2 (Livesey et al., 2018) data of O3 (Schwartz
et al., 2015), HNO3 (Manney et al., 2015b), HCl (Froidevaux et al., 2015), ClO (Santee
et al., 2015b), and CH3Cl (Santee et al., 2015a) are used. The quality and reliability
of the v4 MLS data set are described by Livesey et al. (2018); detailed information
on the quality of a previous version (v2.2) of MLS O3, HCl, HNO3, ClO, and CH3Cl
measurements can be found in dedicated evaluation papers (Froidevaux et al., 2008b,a;
Santee et al., 2007, 2008a, 2013). Retrieval characteristics for MLS version 4 trace gases
are summarized in Tab. 4.1.
4.3.2 SCISAT/ACE-FTS
The ACE-FTS is an infrared limb solar occultation instrument and the main payload
of the Canadian SCISAT-1 satellite. The spacecraft was launched in 2003 into a 74◦
inclination circular orbit at 650 km altitude. In this study we use ClONO2 from the
ACE-FTS version 3.5/3.6 data (Bernath, 2017). The ClONO2 data product has been
validated (Sheese et al., 2016) and it has a vertical resolution of 3-4 km and up to 20%
estimated error in the UTLS. Due to the solar occultation measurement geometry, no
measurements are available during polar night and generally, the number of measured
profiles is significantly lower (up to 30 per day in two latitude “bands”) compared to
MLS. This limited sampling makes the usage of ACE-FTS daily vortex averaged data
difficult, but as shown in various studies the quality of vortex averaged data is good for
scientific use (e.g., Dufour et al., 2006; Santee et al., 2008b).
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4.3.3 CALIPSO/CALIOP
The Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) instrument on the
Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) satel-
lite provides measurements of high altitude clouds (PSCs and cirrus) using backscatter
coefficients at 532 nm and 1064 nm of the dual wavelength polarization-sensitive lidar
(Winker et al., 2009). The CALIPSO satellite was launched 2006 and flies in a 98◦ incli-
nation orbit at 705 km altitude, together (among others) with the Aura satellite in the
NASA “A-train” constellation. This allows for nearly coincident measurements of PSCs
with Aura/MLS trace gases. A detailed discussion of the CALIOP PSC climatology is
given by Pitts et al. (2018).
4.4 Model simulations
4.4.1 CLaMS
The Chemical Lagrangian Model of the Stratosphere (CLaMS, McKenna et al., 2002b,a;
Grooß et al., 2014) is a chemistry transport model (CTM) that has been utilized to
simulate the chemical composition of the Arctic winter 2015/16 (Grooß et al., 2018).
The version “PL8” model run was initialized 1 November 2015 with data from MLS
observations of O3, N2O, H2O, and HCl. The dynamics over the course of the winter
have been specified by wind and temperature fields from the ERA-Interim analysis
provided by ECMWF. CH3Cl has been initialized using a correlation between a 15-day
average of CFC-11 simulated by CLaMS and CH3Cl measured by MLS. This correlation
was used instead of CFC-11/CH3Cl correlations available from ACE-FTS (Brown et al.,
2013) because MLS and ACE-FTS show differences in the LMS (Santee et al., 2013),
where this study is focused. The model run employs 32 vertical entropy-preserving
layers (Konopka et al., 2007) with an altitude-dependent vertical resolution of 400 m
at 10 km up to about 800 m between 12 and 24 km altitude and a horizontal resolution
of 100 km. The troposphere below 9 km only has a vertical resolution of about 2 km.
Recent improvements to the model, such as the influence of galactic cosmic rays (Grooß
et al., 2018), are considered in this model run.
For the comparison of CLaMS results to GLORIA and MLS measurements, backward
trajectories are calculated from the geolocations of the measurements. At 12:00 UTC,
the CLaMS output is spatially interpolated linearly onto these trajectory positions.
Chemistry relevant for diurnal variations of target trace gases has been calculated along
these trajectories.
The CLaMS sedimentation module offers the possibility to simulate NAT (Grooß et al.,
2014) and ice (Tritscher et al., 2018) PSC cloud formation and corresponding denitrifi-
cation and re-nitrification as well as dehydration and re-hydration. Information about
the surface area density of ice, NAT, and STS particles per volume of air is available
for every CLaMS air parcel. For comparison with the CALIOP PSC areal coverage,
lower boundaries for the different surface area densities were defined to discriminate
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PSCs from background aerosols. In accordance with the CALIOP detection thresholds,
PSC thresholds for CLaMS simulations are as follows: 3.3 µm2 cm−3 for STS droplets
(Carslaw et al., 1994), 0.25 µm2 cm−3 for NAT, and 0.5 µm2 cm−3 for ice particles.
Values exceeding those thresholds are counted as PSCs in those specific composition
classes, respectively.
4.4.2 EMAC
The ECHAM5/MESSy Atmospheric Chemistry (EMAC, Jöckel et al., 2010) model is
an Eulerian chemistry climate model (CCM) that uses the fifth-generation European
Centre Hamburg general circulation model (ECHAM5 version 5.3.02, Roeckner et al.,
2006) and the second version of the Modular Earth Submodel System (MESSy ver-
sion 2.52). For the Arctic winter 2015/16 a simulation nudged to the dynamics of the
ECMWF operational analyses has been initialized 1 July 2015. This model run was
performed with a T106L90MA resolution with a spherical truncation of T106 (which
corresponds to a horizontal resolution of approximately 1.125◦×1.125◦(latitude × longi-
tude)) and 90 vertical hybrid pressure levels from the surface up to 0.01 hPa (approx. 80
km). The vertical resolution in the UTLS is about 0.5 km. A comprehensive chemistry
set-up with gas-phase and also heterogeneous reactions on PSCs was included using
rate constants mainly from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL, Sander et al., 2011).
A detailed description of this model simulation is given by Khosrawi et al. (2017).
4.5 Meteorological data
The input profiles for temperature, pressure and water vapor for GLORIA retrievals
are taken from ECMWF analysis data. These meteorological analyses from the “at-
mospheric model high resolution” (HRES) are available every 6 h with a horizontal
resolution of 1◦ and 137 vertical levels up to a top pressure level of 0.1 hPa. The global
fields of temperature, pressure and PV are interpolated on a vertical grid of absolute
altitude.
The Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2 (MER-
RA2) is the standard meteorological reanalysis data set of the NASA Global Modeling
and Assimilation Office (Gelaro et al., 2017). Global fields of temperature, pressure,
θ, and PV at 0.625◦× 0.5◦(longitude × latitude) horizontal resolution and 83 verti-
cal levels are used for scientific analyses in Chapter 6 (Pawson and Global Modeling
and Assimilation Office, 2015). Note that both atmospheric models used in this thesis,
CLaMS and EMAC, apply meteorological data from ECMWF rather than MERRA2.
Chapter 5
Measurement characterization and
validation
The goal of this chapter is to characterize and validate the GLORIA observations during
the course of the Arctic winter, involving measurements under cloud-free conditions and
conditions affected by PSCs. The data product is characterized considering random and
systematic errors. An approach for correcting systematic line-of-sight errors in limb-
imaging observations is presented. Finally, the GLORIA observations are brought into
a broader perspective by comparisons with Aura/MLS observations. Furthermore, the
capability of GLORIA to resolve mesoscale structures in the UTLS is demonstrated.
This chapter shall provide the baseline for scientific studies in the following chapters
using GLORIA measurements.
The results of the GLORIA measurements for the flight on 13 March 2016 (PGS19)
are shown in the following part. Flight PGS19 is selected as an example of continuous
measurements in high-spectral-resolution mode and as an example of an illustrative
amount of atmospheric variability within the measured air masses. Results for all of the
other 14 PGS research flights with GLORIA measurements at high spectral resolution
are shown in the supplement of Johansson et al. (2018). First, the meteorological and
chemical background situation of this flight day and region is discussed on the basis
of MLS measurements at an altitude level corresponding to a typical flight altitude for
this specific flight. Then one exemplary temperature and HNO3 profile is characterized
in detail. The main part of this section is the discussion of the GLORIA retrieval
results for flight PGS19. For the discussion of the elevation angle correction, LOS results
of the flight on 31 January 2016 (PGS12) are shown as an example of a different
type of LOS distortion and correction. In order to provide a survey of all GLORIA
measurements and their quality during the whole PGS campaign, comparisons to in situ
and MLS measurements are presented as an overview. In addtition, comparisons of
GLORIA measurements from flight PGS08 (20 January 2016) with balloon-borne ozone
and temperature measurements are shown to validate GLORIA vertical profiles.
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5.1 Meteorological situation for flight PGS19
on 13 March 2016
The flight PGS19 on 13 March 2016 was the transfer back from the campaign base in
Kiruna, Sweden, to Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany. This flight was planned to sample aged
vortex air over the northwestern part of Greenland and to cross a region of subtropical
air associated with a high tropopause between the east coast of Greenland and Ireland.
Takeoff in Kiruna was at 07:08UTC, and touchdown in Oberpfaffenhofen at 18:28UTC.
The first part of the flight was directed towards the northwestern coast of Greenland
(see Fig. 5.1, way point “A”), flying over the Norwegian Sea and then in a southern
direction to a refueling stop at Kangerlussuaq Airport in Greenland (way point “B”).
HALO reaches its peak ceiling altitude shortly before each landing, when the air frame
is at its lightest. Before reaching way point “B”, the flight altitude is high enough
to sample subsided polar air masses over the northern part of Greenland. After this
stop, the aircraft passed the northern Atlantic Ocean and the British Isles towards
Oberpfaffenhofen in southern Germany.
The meteorological situation during this flight is shown in Fig. 5.1 (top row) with
temperature (a) and PV (b) at a level corresponding to a typical flight altitude of 13 km
for this specific flight. At this altitude and time of the winter, the PV determining the
edge of the polar vortex according to Nash et al. (1996) is estimated as ≈ 9PVU.
The first part of the flight (until way point “A”) took place in relatively warm (220 to
230K) air masses compared to the rest of the flight. PV increased along the flight track
towards maximum values of more than 12PVU. This indicates that the flight entered
the late-winter polar stratosphere and presumably even aged subsided polar vortex air.
During the flight leg between the way points “A” and “B”, the aircraft remained within
these stratospheric air masses with relatively warm temperatures and high PV. On the
flight leg from way point “B” towards the final destination, Oberpfaffenhofen, HALO
left these air masses, with temperatures decreasing to 200K and PV down to 4PVU
over the northern Atlantic Ocean. The air masses above the British Isles and central
Europe showed temperatures of up to 210K and PV of 6 to 9PVU with fine filaments
visible on the PV map. This might point to air masses remaining from the dissolving
late-winter polar vortex.
For a comparison of the MLS measurements with GLORIA, the MLS data were selected
for dates and times (for flight PGS19 between 06:00 and 18:00 UTC) of PGS flights,
filtered by data quality as recommended by Livesey et al. (2018) and interpolated onto
a regular horizontal grid (2◦ latitude× 4◦ longitude) using a squared cosine as the
weighting function. The width of this squared cosine function was chosen to be 1.5◦
for latitudes and 8.0◦ for longitudes, and a minimum threshold of 0.75 was selected.
Additionally, the pressure coordinate of the MLS data is interpolated to geometric
altitude for an easier comparison to the GLORIA data. This interpolation method
does not provide meaningful comparisons of water vapor because tropospheric H2O (in
contrast to stratospheric HNO3 and O3) is likely to vary significantly within the time
range of Aura/MLS-measured profiles, which are selected for this type of interpolation.
For this reason, no comparison of GLORIA and Aura/MLS H2Omeasurements is shown.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Temperature and (b) potential vorticity (PV) from ECMWF meteoro-
logical analysis on 13 March 2016 at 12:00UTC at 13.0 km, and (c) MLS HNO3 and
(d) O3 measurements on 13 March 2016 between 06:00 and 18:00UTC (approxima-
tion for the time period of flight PGS19) interpolated to a regular latitude–longitude
grid and typical HALO cruising altitude of 13.0 km. For flight PGS19 on this day, the
ground track of the HALO aircraft is shown with a magenta line, and the geolocations
of GLORIA tangent points are shown along the flight track with points in the grayscale
color map. Way points of this flight are marked with capital letters.
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An overview of these gridded MLS HNO3 and O3 horizontal distributions is shown
in Fig. 5.1 (bottom row) at a typical flight altitude of 13.0 km for flight PGS19 on
13 March 2016. The HALO flight track and geolocations (position and altitude) of
GLORIA tangent points are also shown on these maps. Along the flight track, local
minima in MLS HNO3 are observed above the Norwegian Sea and south of Iceland.
Local maxima in MLS HNO3 and O3 are present above the northern part of Greenland
at way point “A”.
5.2 Characterization of example profiles
The quality of the retrieved GLORIA data can be assessed by the estimated errors
and by the vertical resolution (see Sect. 3.6). These quantities are shown in Fig. 5.2
as an example of the retrieval result of a temperature and nitric acid profile. In the
left column (a, d) of this figure, the retrieval results and the initial-guess profiles are
shown; the right panel (c, f) shows the vertical resolution. For these retrievals, a vertical
resolution of 400 to 750m is achieved. It can be seen that the shapes of the retrieved
temperature and VMR profiles differ significantly from the initial-guess profiles at an
altitude range between 5.5 and 13.5 km, reflecting the weak influence by the Tikhonov
regularization. Above these altitude ranges, there is a small contribution from measure-
ments with upward looking lines of sight, which explains the small differences in shape
at these altitudes. In this region the vertical resolution is poor, and therefore little
measurement information is obtained for these parts of the profiles. Below 5.5 km, no
information is contributed by the measurement, and the profile shapes resemble those
of the initial-guess profile.
In the second column (b, e) of Fig. 5.2, individual 1σ error contributions are shown.
For the temperature, the total estimated error is predominantly influenced by the ra-
diometric gain calibration (up to 1.0K) and pointing uncertainties (in the range of 0.5
to 1.5K). In case of HNO3, the total estimated error is dominated by the spectroscopy
error estimated as a constant relative fraction of 8.0% (as assumed in Sect. 3.6) and
the uncertainties due to the previously retrieved temperature data (up to 0.3 ppbv).
The pointing error has large contributions (up to 0.6 ppbv) to the total estimated error
at altitude ranges where large vertical gradients in the profiles occur. At these altitude
ranges with large vertical gradients even small changes in the elevation pointing have
large influence on the absolute differences between the perturbed and the reference
retrieval result. The radiometric offset and the retrieval noise error only contribute a
minor part of the total error (≤ 0.5K for temperature and ≤ 0.2ppbv for HNO3).
In the following discussion of the results, the retrieved profile, vertical resolution and
total estimated error are presented as curtain plots for a whole research flight. This
simultaneously gives an overview of the whole data set measured by GLORIA and
allows the characteristics of the results to be shown in detail.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the retrieval quality of temperature (a–c) and HNO3 (d–f) of
flight PGS19 on 13 March 2016 for a selected profile at 10:37:06UTC. (a, d) Retrieved
vertical profiles with total estimated error (black) and initial-guess profile (gray). The
retrieved profiles have 14.9 and 12.5 degrees of freedom for temperature and HNO3,
respectively. (b, e) Different total error contributions and estimated total error. (c,
f) Vertical resolution of this retrieval result. The dotted line represents the flight altitude
of the aircraft.
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Figure 5.3: Line-of-sight correction of two flights (a: PGS12; b: PGS19) during the PGS
campaign. The retrieved deviation of the LOS from the nominally set value is shown
in black, the applied correction in red and for flight PGS12 the averaged LOS (before
applying the correction of the drift) in green.
5.3 GLORIA results
5.3.1 Line of sight
For each flight, one systematic pointing correction is derived from the retrieval. The
pointing elevation angle is retrieved to compensate for systematic misalignment of the
pointing system of GLORIA. For this LOS retrieval, ECMWF temperature is set fixed.
The LOS retrieval results for the flights on 31 January and on 13 March 2016 are shown
as the difference between expected and retrieved elevation angle (black dots in Fig. 5.3).
The difference can be caused by a systematic LOS calibration error, thermal deformation
of the instrument during flight, or differences in the atmospheric state compared to the
ECMWF fields (which also affect the intensity of the CO2 spectral lines that are used
for the LOS retrieval). While a constant LOS offset can be attributed to a systematic
LOS calibration error, it is not possible to distinguish between atmospheric variations
and thermal deformations of the instrument. For that reason, generally only one average
LOS correction value per flight is used to correct for the systematic, time-independent
LOS calibration error. For future campaigns it is planned to ensure the quality of the
pointing by ground-based absolute pointing calibrations and by in-flight measurements
of the moon on a regular basis. An example of this average correction, which is applied
for flights between 2 February and 18 March 2016, is shown in Fig. 5.3b (red dots).
For flights between 21 December 2015 and 31 January 2016, a malfunction of the point-
ing control software caused the LOS to drift away from the commanded elevation. At
certain points the software changed the instrument elevation back to its correct value,
and steep steps in the retrieved pointing elevation angle are observed on these flights
(see Fig. 5.3a, enlargement: “Drift” and “Jump”). A correction of this artifact can be
calculated by interpolating the LOS between the points immediately after a steep step.
This interpolated line between the correct elevation angles approximates the LOS that
would have been retrieved for a measurement without this software malfunction. The
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Figure 5.4: Temperature from flight PGS19: cross section of (a) retrieved temperature
(the flight altitude is marked with a gray line, white spaces mark regions without data,
the ECMWF potential vorticities of 2 and 4PVU are marked with magenta dashed
lines, and way points are marked with gray vertical dashed lines) and cross sections of
(b) estimated total error and (c) vertical resolution, followed by (d) comparison of the
GLORIA measurements (green) to the BAHAMAS in situ measurements (blue).
same average LOS correction, which is used for other flights, can be calculated from this
interpolated LOS (Fig. 5.3a, green points). This is the first part of the LOS correction
for these flights. In the second part, the influence of the software malfunction can be ex-
tracted by subtraction of the interpolated LOS from the retrieved LOS. For an idealized
measurement (without any further error in the LOS), this method separates the effect
of the software malfunction from long-term variations (which have been corrected for
in the first part). For subsequent retrievals of temperature and volume mixing ratios,
both corrections, the average LOS correction and the correction of the steps, have been
applied (Fig. 5.3a, red points).
5.3.2 Temperature
The retrieved temperature along with characterization diagnostics and comparison to
in situ observations for flight PGS19 is shown in Fig. 5.4. The retrieval results in
panel (a) show the temperature profiles in a color-coded curtain plot. This type of plot
is also used to present the curtains of volume mixing ratio results. The lower horizontal
axis indicates the measurement time, and the upper horizontal axis the corresponding
latitude of the aircraft. The vertical axis shows the absolute altitude of the retrieval
grid points. The retrieval result is filtered according to the vertical resolution. Only
data points with a vertical resolution better than 2 km are presented. For that reason,
the data above flight level are filtered out. The measured spectra below cloud tops
were also filtered out prior to the retrieval. The time between 12:00 and 13:00UTC was
spent on the ground due to a refueling stop of the aircraft. Smaller gaps between the
profiles are due to radiometric calibration measurements. As a measure for the dynam-
ical tropopause, the ECMWF potential vorticity interpolated to the GLORIA tangent
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points is shown in magenta dashed lines, marking the values of 2 and 4PVU. In the first
part of the flight (until way point “B”), high temperatures are observed. The dynamical
tropopause is at low altitudes down to 6 km, and mainly stratospheric air masses are
sampled by GLORIA during this part of the flight. These stratospheric air masses at
low altitudes suggest subsidence of air masses from the polar vortex during the late
winter. The second part of this flight shows the transition to a higher tropopause up to
12 km and also stronger vertical gradients from higher temperatures (240K) at lower
altitudes, down to temperatures as low as 205K at flight altitude. The last hour of
measurements shows again a lower tropopause and less steep vertical gradients.
The total estimated error (b) indicates for most data points values in the range of 1.0 to
1.3K. Especially in regions with higher temperature, the retrieval results are less accu-
rate due to higher gain error contributions. The main error contribution is the pointing
error because of vertical gradients. The vertical resolution (c) of the temperature re-
trieval is between 500 and 800m. Altitudes closer to the aircraft usually show a better
vertical resolution due to denser spacing of the tangent points.
In situ measurements taken at flight level are compared to the GLORIA retrieval results
obtained close to the flight altitude. From each vertical profile retrieved from GLORIA,
the grid point which is closest to the flight altitude (i.e., between 0 and 250m underneath
the flight altitude) and which has a vertical resolution better than 2 km is chosen for
comparison. This assures the best possible match of sampled air masses with the in situ
instrument. It is important to keep in mind that the data sets do not probe exactly the
same air masses, since GLORIA measures at the limb and thus collects the radiation
from a long path of ≈ 100 km through the atmosphere (Ungermann et al., 2012, 2011).
In Fig. 5.4d the comparison of GLORIA temperatures (green dots) to the BAHAMAS
in situ measurements (blue dots) is presented. The two measurements show agreement
to within 1.3K, which is the estimated error of the GLORIA temperature retrieval.
5.3.3 Nitric acid
Due to the formation and sedimentation of polar stratospheric clouds and the result-
ing de- or re-nitrification (Peter and Grooß, 2012), nitric acid (HNO3) is expected to
display irregularly small structures in the UTLS region. For that reason, it is impor-
tant to achieve spatially highly resolved and validated measurements of HNO3 in the
UTLS. The GLORIA retrieval results for flight PGS19 are presented in Fig. 5.5. The
two-dimensional distribution of HNO3 volume mixing ratios shows fine structures with
maximum values up to 7 ppbv. The retrieval has a typical vertical resolution of 500 to
800m, and the error is typically 0.5 ppbv. The comparison to the in situ data measured
by AIMS is given in Fig. 5.5e. The strong fluctuations of HNO3 are captured simulta-
neously by both instruments. The agreement between the instruments is often better
than 0.5 ppbv. However, at some locations their differences reach up to 2.0 ppbv. These
discrepancies reflect the large atmospheric variability in the horizontal direction due to
denitrification processes along the GLORIA line of sight. The horizontal distribution of
PV (Fig. 5.1b) suggests that at this part of the flight (from way point “B” to the final
destination, Oberpfaffenhofen) air masses influenced by outflow of the polar vortex are
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Figure 5.5: HNO3 from flight PGS19: cross section of (a) retrievedHNO3 volume mixing
ratio (the flight altitude is marked with a gray line, the ECMWF potential vorticities of 2
and 4PVU are marked with magenta dashed lines, and way points are marked with gray
vertical dashed lines). Cross section of (b)MLSHNO3 data interpolated to the GLORIA
tangent points and latitude/longitude flight path coordinates above the aircraft. Regions
with no corresponding GLORIA measurement are marked with fainter colors. Cross
sections of (c) total estimated error, (d) vertical resolution and (e) comparison of the
GLORIA measurements (green) to the AIMS in situ measurements (blue).
sampled, which explains higher variability in trace gas distributions. This atmospheric
variability is also visible in the MLS HNO3 horizontal distribution along the GLORIA
viewing direction as shown in Fig. 5.1c. For a qualitative comparison to the airborne
measurements, the gridded MLS HNO3 data have been interpolated to the GLORIA
tangent points (Fig. 5.5b). Considering the different spatial resolutions of the airborne
and the spaceborne data, both HNO3 distributions show relative minima and maxima
at the same locations, and the absolute values are on the same order of magnitude. Due
to the lower vertical resolution of MLS HNO3 measurements, they are more influenced
by air masses at higher altitudes, and small structures cannot be resolved. This differ-
ence in spatial resolution explains lower absolute HNO3 in MLS compared to GLORIA.
The advantage of the satellite product, though, is information about air masses above
the HALO flight altitude and how these large-scale structures of HNO3 are connected
with the filaments measured by GLORIA.
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Figure 5.6: O3 from flight PGS19: cross section of (a) retrieved O3 volume mixing ratio
(the flight altitude is marked with a gray line, the ECMWF potential vorticities of 2 and
4PVU are marked with magenta dashed lines, and way points are marked with gray
vertical dashed lines). Cross section of (b) MLS O3 data interpolated to the GLORIA
tangent points and latitude/longitude flight path coordinates above the aircraft. Regions
with no corresponding GLORIA measurement are marked with fainter colors. Cross
sections of (c) total estimated error, (d) vertical resolution and (e) comparison of the
GLORIA measurements (green) to the FAIRO in situ measurements (blue).
5.3.4 Ozone
The measured ozone (O3) distribution during flight PGS19 is shown in Fig. 5.6, where
maximum values up to 1600 ppbv at altitudes of 13 km are observed. Below this max-
imum, finer structures are present. Spatial features are in agreement with the ones
observed in HNO3 (see Fig. 5.5), which is expected from atmospheric chemistry (Popp
et al., 2009). This close correlation between the GLORIA measurements of both trace
gases is an additional self-check for the validity of our results. The total estimated
error (up to 150 ppbv) is dominated by spectroscopic and gain uncertainties. Vertical
resolutions from 500 to 900m are achieved. In comparison to the FAIRO in situ mea-
surements, the GLORIA retrieval results follow both the long-term and the short-term
variations. The agreement of the two measurements is typically better than 100 ppbv.
In regions of maximum observed O3 mixing ratios, high profile-to-profile variations up
to 200 ppbv are visible. These variations are explained by the estimated total error and
by the expected atmospheric variability along the GLORIA line of sight. In the second
part of the flight, GLORIA and FAIRO ozone data show different structures and dif-
ferences between the measurements up to 300 ppbv. This is the same region where the
HNO3 in situ comparison shows differences and where an inhomogeneous horizontal dis-
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Figure 5.7: ClONO2 from flight PGS19: cross section of (a) retrieved ClONO2 volume
mixing ratio (the flight altitude is marked with a gray line, the ECMWF potential
vorticities of 2 and 4PVU are marked with magenta dashed lines, and way points are
marked with gray vertical dashed lines). (b) Cross sections of total estimated error,
(c) vertical resolution and (d) in situ comparison of the GLORIA measurements (green)
to the AIMS in situ measurements (blue).
tribution is suspected to distort the comparison of these measurements. The horizontal
distribution of O3 at 13 km altitude as derived from MLS measurements is illustrated
in Fig. 5.1d. A horizontal gradient is seen above Baffin Bay (the region covered by the
GLORIA tangent points between way points “A” and “B”; higher O3 volume mixing
ratios in the GLORIA line of sight compared to the aircraft position). The compari-
son of GLORIA O3 to the MLS distributions interpolated to the GLORIA geolocations
shows very similar large-scale structures in both data sets. Again, small-scale structures
which are visible in GLORIA measurements are not captured in the lower-resolution
MLS data.
5.3.5 Chlorine nitrate
Besides HCl, chlorine nitrate (ClONO2) is the second reservoir species of chlorine in
the stratosphere. As was initially shown by infrared limb-emission observations (von
Clarmann et al., 1993; Oelhaf et al., 1994; Roche et al., 1994), chlorine deactivation in
the Arctic spring region usually results in strong enhancement of ClONO2. The retrieved
ClONO2 distribution in Fig. 5.7 shows several fine structures and maximum values up
to 1500 pptv in the flight section that reached the highest PV values (between way
points “A” and “B”; see Fig. 5.1b), which can be interpreted as subsided deactivated
chlorine in the form of ClONO2. The corresponding values of the total estimated error
are 150 pptv. In the case of background values (< 100pptv), the estimated errors are
30 pptv. The increased errors for enhanced values are caused by the impact of relatively
increased gain errors. Vertical resolutions of 500 to 900m are calculated for this retrieval.
The comparison to the AIMS in situ measurements of ClONO2 shows agreement of the
two data products to within 200 pptv, except for the maximum values, where differences
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Figure 5.8: H2O from flight PGS19: cross section of (a) retrieved H2O volume mixing
ratio (the flight altitude is marked with a gray line, the ECMWF potential vorticities
of 2 and 4PVU are marked with magenta dashed lines, and way points are marked
with gray vertical dashed lines). Cross sections of (b) total estimated error, (c) vertical
resolution and (d) comparison of the GLORIA measurements (green) to the FISH in situ
measurements (blue).
are up to 500 pptv. Here, the GLORIA retrieval shows a lower absolute VMR but a
similar structure. Again, this difference is attributed to an offset in altitude and a
possible horizontal gradient, which averages the measured signal along the GLORIA
line of sight.
5.3.6 Water vapor
Water vapor (H2O) is mainly present in the troposphere. GLORIA H2O distributions
allow for investigations of mesoscale structures such as tropopause folds (Shapiro, 1980).
In polar studies, H2O is of interest because these distributions are used to understand
the formation and decay of polar stratospheric ice clouds (dehydration and re-hydration)
(Fahey et al., 1990). The distribution of H2O (Fig. 5.8) reflects the tropopause altitude
with very low stratospheric values (≈ 5ppmv) in the region of the aged vortex (way
point “A” to way point “B”) and high values (10–20 ppmv) above the intrusion of sub-
tropical air where HALO was close to the tropopause (way point “B” to the final des-
tination, Oberpfaffenhofen). The total estimated error shows higher values (> 5ppmv)
in regions with enhanced H2O VMR compared to errors below 1 ppmv in regions with
measured stratospheric background values. The vertical resolution is between 400 and
700m. The comparison to the FISH in situ measurements shows agreement to within
the GLORIA error of typically 1 ppmv. The enhancement at flight altitude at 15:30UTC
is well captured in both data sets.
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Figure 5.9: CFC-12 from flight PGS19: cross section of (a) retrieved CFC-12 volume
mixing ratio (the flight altitude is marked with a gray line, the ECMWF potential
vorticities of 2 and 4PVU are marked with magenta dashed lines, and way points are
marked with gray vertical dashed lines). Cross sections of (b) total estimated error,
(c) vertical resolution and (d) comparison of the GLORIA measurements (green) to
the GhOST-MS in situ measurements (blue).
5.3.7 Chlorofluorocarbon 12
Dichlorodifluoromethane (CFC-12) is a chlorofluorocarbon that has been artificially
produced for usage as refrigerants and aerosols. Its production is regulated by the
Montreal Protocol due to its potential for ozone depletion (WMO, 2015). Because of
its vertical gradient, CFC-12 can be used as a tracer for tropospheric air and for the
altitude of the air masses (Greenblatt et al., 2002). The VMR distribution along flight
PGS19 of CFC-12 is presented in Fig. 5.9. Here, mainly volume mixing ratios of about
500 pptv are observed in the troposphere. In the area where aged subsided vortex air was
reached (way point “A” to way point “B”), values as low as 320 pptv were found. The
error is between 40 and 130 pptv. The vertical resolution is in the range of 500 to 1000m.
The comparison to the in situ measurements by GhOST-MS shows agreement to within
70 pptv. The high profile-to-profile variation up to 100 pptv of GLORIA CFC-12 that
can be seen in this in situ comparison plot exceeds the total estimated error at flight
altitude of ≈ 70 pptv. These fluctuations may be caused by the atmospheric variability
along the GLORIA line of sight. This variability is also present in all other flights of
this campaign (see Table 5.1). In addition, compared to other GLORIA retrievals, a
higher number of extreme outlier points are observed in the GLORIA CFC-12 data.
This is an indication that the retrieval for CFC-12 is more sensitive to perturbations in
the spectra (e.g., high-altitude clouds that have not been effectively filtered) compared
to the retrievals of temperature and other trace gases.
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5.4 Overview of in situ comparisons for the
PGS campaign
For an overview of comparisons of GLORIA high-spectral-resolution retrieval results to
in situ measurements for all PGS flights, the median difference and the median abso-
lute deviation (Rousseeuw and Croux, 1993) are presented in Table 5.1. The median
difference gives a measure of the accuracy of the match between the data sets, and
the median absolute deviation is a method for describing the spread around this me-
dian value. Both measures are robust methods, and a few extreme mismatches do not
have a large influence. Detailed plots for flights that are not described as thoroughly
as flight PGS19 are provided in the supplement of Johansson et al. (2018). Rather
large deviations, in particular in temperature, are present in numerous flights in Jan-
uary 2016, which have been strongly affected by PSCs at and above flight level. From
the HALO flight crew, PSCs were reported at these altitudes for PGS flights until
PGS14 (26 February 2016). The influence of PSC and high-altitude cirrus clouds on
the spectra are reflected in Fig. 3.9a as lower CI values at and below flight altitude.
Except for the problems with clouds at or above flight altitude, the comparisons of
GLORIA and in situ instruments over the whole campaign show reasonably low biases
between the data sets. Atmospheric conditions influencing the measurement conditions
for remote-sensing change during the winter: In January, many PSCs occur, which in-
fluence the measured infrared spectra and make temperature and trace gas retrievals
challenging. Towards the end of the Arctic winter, more delicate structures in trace
gases are present due to nitrification and related events, which make comparisons of
measurements at different geolocations more difficult. These changing atmospheric con-
ditions are also visible in the comparisons in Table 5.1: Deviations between GLORIA
and BAHAMAS temperatures are larger for flights in January (due to the influence of
PSCs). Another measure for the agreement between GLORIA and in situ instruments
is the part of co-located measurements, of which the differences are within twice the
combined estimated errors of the cross-compared instruments. For temperature 88%,
for HNO3 73%, for O3 63%, for ClONO2 53%, for H2O 90%, for CFC-12 77% and
in total 73% of the comparisons show this agreement. ClONO2, O3, and HNO3 show
substantial variations at flight altitude (e.g., Figs. 5.7, 5.6, 5.5). The lower fraction
of agreement is attributed to the higher atmospheric variability of those trace gases,
thereby complicating the comparison due to the strongly differing instrumental sam-
pling characteristics. MLS O3 and HNO3 values become increasingly smaller compared
to the corresponding GLORIA measurements towards the end of the Arctic winter. This
is explained by the fine structures which are visible in the GLORIA measurements but
not resolved in Aura/MLS data due to their lower vertical resolution and horizontal
gridding.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of O3 and temperature from balloon-borne measurements and
GLORIA: (a) shows on a map where the sonde was launched in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen
on 20 January 2016, 16:32 (magenta star), and where the GLORIA tangent points
selected for comparison are located (colored dots, indicating the altitudes). (b) shows
the O3 VMR profile measured by the sonde (magenta line) and all selected GLORIA
retrieval results (green points), and (c) shows the absolute differences between these
measurements (GLORIA minus sonde, green points), together with the total estimated
errors of the selected GLORIA measurements (cyan points, for better discrimination
with the differences, these points are plotted 100 m higher than marked by the y-axis).
Panels (d) and (e) show the same plots for temperature. Courtesy ozone sonde data:
Peter von der Gathen (AWI).
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5.5 Vertical validation of temperature
and O3 profiles
During flight PGS08 (20 January 2016), GLORIA collected measurements spatially and
temporally close a balloon-borne ozone sonde (Vaisala, 2016, Vaisala RS41), launched
on 20 January 2016, 16:32 from Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen. The location of the launch
site and selected GLORIA measurement geolocations (average position of the profile
closer than 300 km to the launch site) between 15:34 and 16:33 are shown in Fig.
5.10a. Flight PGS08 started westbound in Kiruna until Iceland, where it turned towards
north of Spitsbergen, and then back to Kiruna. The late January phase was the coldest
time during this Arctic winter (Manney and Lawrence, 2016). This flight was almost
completely inside the polar vortex, and PSCs were observed down to flight altitudes
(Braun et al., 2019).
Comparisons between the ozone sonde profile (magenta) and O3 retrieved from GLORIA
measurements are shown in Fig. 5.10b, and differences (green) together with total es-
timated errors in Fig. 5.10c. These profiles show that both measurements are in agree-
ment, and for most altitudes the GLORIA profiles scatter around the ozone sonde
profile. Most, but not all of the differences between the measurements are within the
total estimated errors. This indicates that these differences are a result of both mea-
surement uncertainty and atmospheric variability. Temperature comparisons also show
an agreement between both data sets, again with a larger variation of the GLORIA
profiles (see Fig. 5.10d). For most altitudes, these differences are smaller than the total
estimated errors (Fig. 5.10e). Around 8 km altitude, GLORIA temperatures are par-
ticularly colder than sonde temperatures, which might indicate a strong temperature
gradient at these altitudes.
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Chapter 6
Chlorine partitioning and ozone loss
in the 2015/16 Arctic winter
lowermost stratosphere
In this chapter, the unique GLORIA data set is used to validate the processes for the
chemical transport model Chemical Lagrangian Model of the Stratosphere (CLaMS)
and the chemistry climate model ECHAM/MESSy Atmospheric Chemistry (EMAC)
at the lower boundary of the polar vortex. Satellite measurements are utilized to put the
GLORIA measurements into context of the Arctic winter 2015/16, and to investigate
the temporal evolution of chlorine activation and deactivation in the LMS in comparison
to CLaMS. O3 measurements of MLS are used to estimate profiles of chemical ozone loss
during the 2004-2017 time period. Sensitivity simulations are performed to estimate the
influence of the availability of O3 and reactive nitrogen (NOy) on chlorine deactivation
into HCl or ClONO2. CLaMS is also used to estimate chemical ozone loss in 2015/16,
which has not been reported by other studies. In another CLaMS sensitivity study,
the influence of low temperatures on ozone and chlorine is probed. Additionally, the
deactivation of chlorine into ClONO2 in the measured air masses is investigated. CLaMS
is used to estimate, which fraction of measured ClONO2 arises from in situ deactivation
in the LMS and which fraction has been transported downwards over the timescale of
several days.
6.1 Measurements and model evaluation
In this section, the Arctic winter of 2015/16 is put into climatological context by com-
paring time series of satellite measurements of the LMS in that year with those of other
Arctic winters. The 2015/16 satellite time series is then compared to CLaMS simula-
tion results in more detail. After that, three exemplary flights from the PGS campaign
are discussed regarding GLORIA O3, ClONO2, and HNO3 VMR cross sections. These
aircraft measurements are then used to validate EMAC and CLaMS simulations. The
state of deactivation of reactive chlorine to ClONO2, and the variability of ClONO2
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and O3 in the LMS region are estimated using correlations of these trace gases with
CFC-11.
6.1.1 Time series
Time series of MERRA2 temperature and trace gas data of MLS (HCl, daytime ClO,
O3, HNO3, and CH3Cl) and ACE-FTS (ClONO2) are used to provide context for the
aircraft based measurements. These time series are created by spatially averaging all
reanalysis temperatures and all measured trace gas profiles within the polar cap (lati-
tudes > 55 ◦N) and within the poar vortex. The vortex is defined according to the sPV
criterion described in Sec. 2.2). The data is linearly interpolated to levels of potential
temperature for each day. Because of the pronounced diurnal cycle of ClO, all ClO
nighttime measurements have been filtered out using the solar zenith angle (threshold
of 90◦) associated with the measurement. In order to compare the time series of the
Arctic winter 2015/16 with other winters, these time series are created for all Arctic
winters of the MLS and ACE-FTS epoch from 2004/05 to 2017/18.
The time series at θ = 380 K for temperature, ClONO2, HCl, ClO, O3, HNO3, and
methyl chloride (CH3Cl) are shown in Fig. 6.1. For each species, the black line marks
the mean for each day for all years from 2004 to 2018 (excluding 2015/16), dark grey
shading depicts the standard deviation around this mean value and light grey shading
marks minimum/maximum values of all time series (excluding 2015/16). The time series
for the Arctic winter 2015/16, which is the focus of this thesis, is presented in red. The
Arctic winters 2004/05 (green) and 2010/11 (cyan) are also highlighted. These winters
are known for extremely low stratospheric temperatures and have been discussed in
detail previously (e.g., Santee et al., 2008b; Manney et al., 2011).
In 2015/16, MERRA2 temperatures at 380 K were near or below the climatological
minima through mid-January (Fig. 6.1a). Then two minor warmings (end of January
and mid of February) and the final warming (early March) are visible in the 2015/16
temperature curve. ClONO2 from ACE-FTS measurements (Fig. 6.1b) exhibits lower
abundances in January 2016 compared to the other winters in the ACE-FTS record.
Measurements available for February and March show that ClONO2 followed a course
in 2016 comparable to or below the multi-year average. The other chlorine reservoir HCl
(Fig. 6.1c) sets a new minimum of all Aura/MLS time series in January and February for
the year 2016. Consistent with the picture from HCl, the MLS ClO (Fig. 6.1d) is above
the average for the whole winter and also establishes new maximum values on many
days. O3 in the LMS is slightly above the MLS average (Fig. 6.1e) in the beginning of
the Arctic winter 2015/16, while minimum O3 values are observed from mid February
2016 onward at 380 K. As discussed by Manney and Lawrence (2016), such extremely
low O3 has not been observed at higher altitudes (490 K), where the ozone loss was
maximum in 2011. HNO3 (Fig. 6.1f) shows an extreme behavior in 2015/16 at θ =
380 K: In December 2015, HNO3 exhibits a strong increase, reaching maximum values
above 6 ppbv, whereas in March values consistently below 3 ppbv are measured. Methyl
chloride (CH3Cl), a largely biogenic trace gas that is well mixed in the troposphere
and photolyzed in the stratosphere, is a useful tracer of diabatic descent within the
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Figure 6.1: Vortex average time series of (a) temperature (MERRA2), and volume mix-
ing ratios of (b) ClONO2 (ACE-FTS), (c) HCl, (d) daytime ClO, (e) O3, (f) HNO3, (g)
CH3Cl (MLS) for the period 2004-2018 over the Arctic at θ=380K (≈ 15 km in Jan-
uary). The black line marks the average value for each day, the dark shaded area marks
the standard deviation of each day between different years and the light shaded area
marks minimum/maximum values within the time period. The Arctic winter 2015/16
has been excluded from all of these measures. Mean values for the Arctic winters 2004/05
(green), 2010/11 (cyan), and 2015/16 (red) are marked separately. Days with aircraft
measurements discussed in this thesis are marked with dashed lines.
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polar vortex. The time series of CH3Cl is illustrated in Fig. 6.1g: The typically slow
decrease of CH3Cl due to diabatic descent is visible in the average VMR, which slowly
decreases. During 2015/16, CH3Cl followed a more or less climatological evolution until
the beginning of March, when VMRs dropped rapidly and became highly variable with
the onset of the major final warming.
Manney and Lawrence (2016) showed the extraordinary nature of the 2015/16 Arctic
winter higher in the stratosphere (at 490 K). The contextual information from satellite
observations in Fig. 6.1 illustrates how exceptional this winter also was in the LMS,
where the PGS measurements were performed. At 380 K, the decrease in HCl and
increase in ClO, indicative of substantial chlorine activation in the LMS, started ear-
lier and reached more extreme levels in 2015/16 compared to any other year in the
Aura/MLS record. The unusually strong chlorine activation at this level is also evident
in the ClONO2 abundances measured by ACE-FTS, which lie below the climatological
mean in January 2016. Substantial chlorine activation in the Arctic LMS has rarely
been reported previously (e.g., Santee et al., 2011). The unusually low O3 abundances
at 380 K towards the end of the winter can in principle either be caused by chemical
ozone loss or by an unusual low diabatic descent. Since the diabatic descent at 380 K in
2015/16 essentially followed the climatological mean until the final warming in March,
as seen in CH3Cl, the unusually low O3 abundances at 380 K indicate chemical ozone
loss.
6.1.2 Comparison of satellite measurements to
model simulations
For a comparison with the measured Arctic winter 2015/16 time series, the CLaMS
simulations have been linearly interpolated to MLS geolocations (see Sec. 4.4.1). These
data have been used to calculate vortex averaged profiles in the same manner as de-
scribed in Sec. 6.1.1. In order to get a more complete picture of the CLaMS simulation,
modeled ClONO2 (which is measured by ACE-FTS) is also interpolated to the MLS
geolocations. In addition, the daily PSC area is calculated and compared to CALIOP
measurements. The comparison of the time series in the altitude range θ = 330 - 490 K
is illustrated in Fig. 6.2. Fig. 6.2a presents daily PSC area time series until the end of
January 2016, when instrumental problems forced CALIOP to suspend measurements.
The data product shown does not discriminate between cirrus clouds and PSCs in the
UTLS region. Chlorine activation is also possible on cirrus clouds (e.g., Borrmann et al.,
1996), and thus this panel indicates the area of potential heterogeneous chlorine activa-
tion. These cloud areas increase considerably at 490 K at the end of December 2015 and
were also observed at potential temperatures as low as 380 K in the beginning of Jan-
uary 2016. The CLaMS simulation reveals the same temporal and spatial distribution
of clouds as measured by CALIOP, but with slightly larger maximum cloud areas. For
the rest of the winter (after CALIOP stopped measurements), CLaMS shows a rapid
decrease of PSC area until the beginning of February and a short period with a small
area of PSC occurrences at the end of February. ClONO2 (Fig. 6.2b) displays enhance-
ments of more than 1000 pptv at altitudes θ > 380 K in March in both, the simulation
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of MLS, ACE-FTS, and CALIOP time series (left) with CLaMS
simulation results (right) for (a) PSC areas, (b) ClONO2, (c) HCl, (d) daytime ClO, (e)
O3, (f) HNO3, and (g) CH3Cl. The θ = 380 K altitude is marked with a black line, and
days with aircraft measurements discussed in this thesis are marked with dashed lines.
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Figure 6.3: Time series of vortex averaged trace gases from satellite measurements
and CLaMS simulation at 380 K (a,c,e) and 490 K (b,d,f). CLaMS data are shown as
open squares, MLS as filled points and ACE-FTS as triangles. The evolution of chlorine
species (ClONO2: orange, HCl: green, ClO: black) is illustrated in the first row (a,b),
HNO3 (cyan) and O3 (red) in the second row (c,d), and CH3Cl (light green) in the third
row (e,f).
and measurements. In the ACE-FTS measurements, these enhancements already start
in the middle of February, whereas the CLaMS simulation indicates weaker maxima of
500 pptv at that time. A direct comparison of these plots is difficult due to the sparse
sampling of the ACE-FTS measurements. HCl (Fig. 6.2c) decreases from 1600 pptv
starting in December in MLS observations and in simulated data. This decrease starts
earlier and advances faster in the measurements. Also the minimum values of 200 pptv
are lower compared to the simulation with minimum values of 400 pptv. The increase
of HCl, starting in the beginning of March, exhibits the same temporal evolution in
the measurement and the simulation with higher maximum values in the measurement
(1400 pptv) than in the simulation (1200 pptv). Measured and modeled ClO (Fig. 6.2d)
are enhanced in the same time periods and altitude levels, although in the CLaMS ClO
increases later (as observed for HCl) and thus shows towards the end of December shows
lower absolute values (400 pptv at 490 K) compared to MLS (800 pptv at 490 K). O3
(Fig. 6.2e) displays very similar curtains over the course of the winter, although towards
the end of the winter lower O3 values are observed than simulated at altitudes of θ ≈
450 K. HNO3 (Fig. 6.2f) simulated by CLaMS compares well with the corresponding
MLS measurement. The major difference is observed at the end of December, when
HNO3 values > 8 ppbv are measured at altitudes of θ ≈ 400 K, but only 6 ppbv are
simulated at this time and altitude. Fig. 6.2g presents measured and modeled CH3Cl
with VMRs up to 500 pptv in the troposphere and VMRs measured as low as 50 pptv
and simulated as low as 25 pptv in the stratosphere.
For a more quantitative comparison, cuts along θ = 380 K and θ = 490 K are presented
in Fig. 6.3. The lower altitude curves are provided as an extension of Fig. 6.1, and
to give context to the aircraft measurements in the following sections. The slice at θ
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= 490 K is meant as a connection to previous discussions of this winter (Manney and
Lawrence, 2016) and to compare to other extreme winters discussed at this altitude level
(Santee et al., 2008b; Manney et al., 2011). In addition, showing both levels illuminates
the differences between the LMS and the bulk of the stratosphere above. The chlorine
species (Fig. 6.3a-b), HNO3 (6.3c-d, left axis), and O3 (6.3c-d, right axis) show in detail
the overall agreement and specific differences between measurement and simulation,
which have already been described for Fig. 6.2. At θ = 380 K, large discrepancies
between model and observation are noted for HCl (∆vmrmax = 200 pptv) and HNO3
(∆vmrmax = 1 ppbv) until the middle of February, while at θ = 490 K, discrepancies are
visible for HCl (∆vmrmax = 400 pptv) starting from the beginning of the winter, and for
O3 (∆vmrmax = 750 ppbv) starting from January. CH3Cl (Fig. 6.3e,f) shows agreement
at 380 K until the end of January 2016, with slowly decreasing VMRs between 380 pptv
and 340 pptv. From the end of January on, the measured CH3Cl VMR decreases to
values as low as 200 pptv in March, while the simulated VMR remains at about 340 pptv.
At 490 K, a difference of 50 pptv between simulated and measured CH3Cl is visible,
with simulated VMRs lower than those measured until February, when the measured
CH3Cl VMRs approach the simulated values. Modeled and measured CH3Cl then agree
until the middle of March, after which the observed variations are not fully captured
by the simulation.
In general, CLaMS succeeds in reproducing chlorine deactivation of the Arctic winter
2015/16, which has been identified to be unusual by the comparison to time series of
other years in the MLS record: The deactivation of chlorine in the Arctic LMS typically
starts with a decrease of ClO and an increase of ClONO2, followed by a slow increase of
HCl until the equilibrium between the reservoirs is reestablished (Solomon, 1999). The
2015/16 time series of ClONO2 is mostly at or below the 2004-2018 average in February
and March, and an increase of HCl from exceptionally low values of 200 pptv at the
end of February 2016 to the 2004-2018 average values of 600 pptv at 380 K is observed
in the middle of March 2016 (Figs. 6.1 and 6.3).
CALIOP PSC area measurements agree with PSC areas simulated by CLaMS for the
time CALIOP was able to collect measurements. ACE-FTS measurements and CLaMS
simulation of ClONO2 show agreement within the limited ACE-FTS sampling, which
influences the daily mean profiles. The HCl time series exhibit differences similar to
those discussed in detail by Grooß et al. (2018): In the beginning of the winter, acti-
vation of HCl is not simulated to the extent it is observed by the satellite instrument.
This lack of chlorine activation is also visible in ClO, which indicates lower VMRs
in the model in the beginning of the winter. Another result of the reduced chlorine
activation of CLaMS is the overestimation of simulated O3 compared to MLS obser-
vations, which is in particular visible at 490 K towards the end of the winter. HNO3
shows agreement between MLS and CLaMS, but in the beginning of the winter, lower
VMRs are simulated than observed at 380 K. This disagreement is considered to result
from an underestimation by CLaMS of re-nitrification at this level from the sedimen-
tation of HNO3 containing PSC particles from above. It is known that denitrification
and re-nitrification are difficult to simulate in the LMS (Braun et al., 2019). Compar-
isons of CH3Cl show agreement between measurement and simulation for the beginning
of the winter at 380 K, but starting in January measured CH3Cl decreases notably,
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while the simulated CH3Cl remains almost constant. These differences indicate that
diabatic descent is too weak in the model at 380 K. At 490 K, the persistent 50 pptv
model-measurement discrepancy suggests that the CH3Cl VMRs used to initialize the
simulation (see Sec. 4.4.1) were too low, which does not allow for further conclusions
at this altitude level.
6.1.3 Aircraft measurements
In order to complement the overview of the Arctic winter 2015/16 chemical composi-
tion of the LMS using satellite observations, the airborne GLORIA measurements of
O3, ClONO2 and HNO3 aim to give detailed insights into the lowermost part of the
polar vortex. Out of 14 scientific flights, 3 flights with particularly interesting trace gas
distributions at different stages of the winter are discussed in this section. Measurements
from other flights are provided in the supplement of Johansson et al. (2018).
Flight on 12 January 2016 (PGS06)
The flight on 12 January 2016 (PGS06, Fig. 6.4) during the early/mid winter was the
transfer flight from the campaign base Oberpfaffenhofen (Germany) to Kiruna (Sweden)
via southern Italy (way points “A” and “B”, marked in Fig. 6.4). As shown in Fig. 6.4a,
the polar vortex (estimated by regions that are not marked with a shadow) extended
over central Europe to the Arctic and Siberia. It can be seen from the higher MERRA2
potential temperature that air masses at the typical flight altitude of 13 km had subsided
over southern France and northern Italy (close to way point “C”), where a tropopause
fold was present along the polar front jet stream on the day of the flight (Woiwode
et al., 2018). Towards the end of the flight (after way point “D”), high altitude clouds
were observed along the GLORIA line of sight, and no retrievals were possible.
Two-dimensional trace gas distributions of O3 (Fig. 6.4b), ClONO2 (Fig. 6.4c) and
HNO3 (Fig. 6.4d) along the flight path are shown as a function of time and θ for PGS06
and in the following sections for PGS14 and PGS21. In order to compensate for dynam-
ical features in the atmosphere, the trace gas cross sections are linearly interpolated on
potential temperature levels. Additionally, the MERRA2 potential vorticity (2 and 4
PVU) along the measurement geolocations are plotted as magenta lines to identify the
dynamical tropopause. Way points, marked by capital letters and dashed lines, help
to arrange these curtain plots on the map. Trace gas retrievals are possible between
cloud top and flight altitude. Regions outside this range are not shown. In addition, no
retrieval results are available for time periods used for calibration measurements, refuel
stops (only flight PGS21), and different measurement modes (only flight PGS21).
The measured O3 concentrations reveal enhanced values up to 1200 ppbv at way point
“C” at a potential temperature level of 370 K. Below this maximum, small-scale struc-
tures of ∼800 ppbv are visible. Ozone values are low in tropospheric air masses over
Italy (near way points “A” and “B”), but during the rest of the flight, mostly VMRs
of ≈500 ppbv are observed at potential temperatures between 310 and 350 K. ClONO2
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Figure 6.4: Flight PGS06 (12 January 2016): (a) Flight path (cyan) on a map with
MERRA2 potential temperatures (lower color bar) at typical HALO cruise altitude
of 13 km. Regions outside the polar vortex (according to Nash et al. (1996) at θ =
370 K) are marked with a grey shadow. Way points are marked with capital letters. The
tangent altitudes of GLORIA measurements are shown in the upper color bar. Right
panels: GLORIA cross section of (b) O3, (c) ClONO2, and (d) HNO3 (using potential
temperature derived from GLORIA temperature). The flight level (approximated using
MERRA2 potential temperature) is marked with a grey line, and white spaces mark
regions without data. The MERRA2 potential vorticities of 2 and 4 PVU are marked
with magenta lines and way points are marked with grey vertical dashed lines.
shows maximum values up to 250 pptv close to the maximum O3 VMR at way point
“C”, where the highest potential temperature levels were reached. In the second part of
this flight (after 11:30 UTC), small ClONO2 enhancements (< 200 pptv) are visible in
small-scale horizontal structures at 310-350 K potential temperature. For HNO3, maxi-
mum VMRs (> 8 ppbv) are observed at way point “C”, in line with the other discussed
gases. After this way point (between 12:00 UTC and 13:00 UTC), more enhancements
(up to 7 ppbv) are observed shortly below flight altitude, at 360 K. These enhancements
show diagonal structures (e.g., from 12:00 UTC and 340 K to 12:45 UTC and 360 K)
and are considered to be a result of recent re-nitrification events. Overall, the GLORIA
observations show a long north-south transect through the Arctic LMS in mid-January
2016, with subsided ozone-rich air masses and first indications of chlorine deactivation
into ClONO2.
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Figure 6.5: Same as in Fig. 6.4, but for Flight PGS14 (26 February 2016).
Flight on 26 February 2016 (PGS14)
In the middle of the Arctic winter, flight PGS14 was realized on 26 February 2016 as
shown in Fig. 6.5a. From the campaign base in Kiruna, the flight headed towards the
northern part of Greenland (way point “A”), continued until Baffin Bay (way point
“B”), and turned at way point “C” to change direction towards Kiruna. At typical
flight altitude of 13 km, the substantially subsided air masses are evident in the higher
potential temperatures characterizing the portion of the flight track near way point “B”.
The vortex criterion of Nash et al. (1996) at θ = 370 K also shows that most of the
flight path was within the polar vortex.
The cross sections of O3 (Fig. 6.5b) and ClONO2 (Fig. 6.5c) are presented in the same
manner as for flight PGS06. Between way points “A” and “B”, maximum O3 values of
1600 ppbv are measured at θ = 390 K, and small-scale structures are visible at θ = 340 K
(in the vicinity of way point “C”). ClONO2 developed a local maximum of 600 pptv
below flight altitude at θ = 360 K around way points “A” and “B”. The maximum that
becomes visible just before way point “A” is discontinuous, reforming at slightly lower
altitudes along the flight path (diagonal local minimum feature in Fig. 6.5c). HNO3
shows a local maximum (up to 7 ppbv) at the same location as the local maximum in
ClONO2. Also the discontinuity observed in this ClONO2 local maximum is visible in
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Figure 6.6: Same as in Fig. 6.4, but for Flight PGS21 (18 March 2016).
the HNO3 cross section. After way point “C”, just below flight altitude a maximum
of ≈6 ppbv is measured at the same geolocation as for O3 and ClONO2. This local
enhancement in HNO3 is directly followed by a series of two minima, separated by
a local maximum. These minima are, in a less pronounced extent, also observed in
O3. In addition, the MERRA2 4 PVU isoline, as shown in Fig. 6.5d, reveals enhanced
modulations at the position of these minima. This modulation of the PV indicates a
dynamical origin of the modulation in the trace gases.
Flight on 18 March 2016 (PGS21)
The flight path of the late winter flight on 18 March 2016 (PGS21) is shown in Fig. 6.6a
on a map with MERRA2 potential temperature at the typical flight altitude of 13 km.
This flight started at the campaign base in Oberpfaffenhofen and headed towards Den-
mark (way point “A”), where the GLORIA measurement mode was switched to the
“chemistry mode” (high spectral resolution mode). Then the flight course followed the
Baltic sea northeastwards until it reached remnants of the late winter polar vortex at
way point “B”. Inside this region of high potential temperatures, the HALO aircraft
continued northward until Kiruna for a refueling stop (shortly after way point “C”).
On its way back to Oberpfaffenhofen, HALO took a similar flight path over the Baltic
sea, where the measurement mode of GLORIA was changed (way point “D”).
Two-dimensional cross sections of O3 and ClONO2 are shown in Fig. 6.6b and c. Between
way points “B” and “C”, maximum O3 values of 1600 ppbv are observed, and filamen-
tary structures are visible down to altitudes of θ = 340 K. Between way points “A”
and “B”, these filaments are visible close to flight altitude at θ = 360 K. For ClONO2,
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of GLORIA measured O3 (first row, repeated from Figs. 6.4-6.6
with a different color bar) to CLaMS (second row) and EMAC (third row) simulated O3
cross sections for flights PGS06 (12 January 2016, first column), PGS14 (26 February
2016, second column) and PGS21 (18 March 2016, third column). Color bars with
top/bottom arrowheads indicate data greater/smaller than the color bar range.
enhanced values up to 1100 pptv are measured at θ = 380 K altitude. ClONO2 VMR
values as high as 500 pptv are measured at altitudes as low as θ = 350 K. Between way
points “B” and “C”, where consistently high O3 VMR is observed at θ = 370 K, strong
horizontal fluctuations in ClONO2 are visible. These filaments in ClONO2 are likely to
be connected to the availability of NO2. Structures of enhanced HNO3 (which is pho-
tolyzed to NO2) and ClONO2 in the collocated GLORIA measurements reveal similar
shapes. In general, HNO3 is observed with VMRs > 4 ppbv down to θ levels as low
as 325 K, with filamentary enhancements up to 6 ppbv. These irregularly placed small
structures are interpreted as a result of redistributed air masses after re-nitrification of
sedimented PSC containing air masses.
6.1.4 Comparison of aircraft measurements to
model simulations
The CLaMS results have been compared to various observations of Arctic winters, which
led to important improvements of this model (e.g., Grooß et al., 2014, 2018; Tritscher
et al., 2018). Also for the EMAC model, comparisons with different observations of
Arctic winters have been performed (e.g., Khosrawi et al., 2017, 2018). Still, those
previous comparisons focus on the stratosphere, and comparisons in the LMS are only
marginally discussed. Complex dynamical situations, which may occur in the LMS, are
challenging for atmospheric modeling. Therefore, comparisons in this altitude region
are beneficial to benchmark the performance of these models.
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The GLORIA cross sections of O3, ClONO2 and HNO3 are compared to the CLaMS and
EMACmodel results in Figs. 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9, respectively. The CLaMS output has been
interpolated to GLORIA geolocations as described in Sec. 4.4.1. The globally available
EMAC data have been interpolated linearly to the GLORIA tangent point geolocations.
ECMWF operational analysis pressure, linearly interpolated to the GLORIA tangent
point geolocations, is used to assign the EMAC model vertical levels (provided on
pressure levels) to the GLORIA retrieval altitudes of the measurements. EMAC model
output was provided every five hours.
For O3 on flight PGS06 (Fig. 6.7a,d,g), the low tropospheric VMR values measured
by GLORIA that can be found above Italy (9:00-11:00 UTC) are as well reproduced
by CLaMS as enhanced values above central and northern Europe. Maximum modeled
values at 12:00 UTC of 1200 ppbv are slightly lower than measured (1400 ppbv) but
agree within the total estimated error of the instrument. A local minimum of O3 ob-
served at flight altitude after 13:00 UTC is not present in CLaMS or EMAC, but is
suspected to be influenced by a slight degradation of the GLORIA measurements due
to PSCs (see in situ comparisons in Johansson et al., 2018, supplement). The compar-
ison with EMAC shows that the overall structure of measured O3 (low values above
northern Italy, enhanced values over northern Europe) is reproduced by the model, but
maximum values at 12:00 UTC are lower in the model (700 ppbv) compared to the
measurement (1400 ppbv).
For PGS14 (Fig. 6.7b,e,h), the measured distribution of O3 over the course of the
flight is well reproduced by CLaMS, and also fine structures (e.g., at 18:00 UTC) are
clearly visible in both data sets. For the enhanced O3 VMRs in the middle of the flight
(15:00-17:00 UTC), the absolute measured values are higher but agree within their
total estimated errors with CLaMS. In this region, structures are also visible in the
model data that are less pronounced in the measurements. At θ = 300-350 K altitude,
higher VMRs are visible in the model data compared to the GLORIA observations. The
O3 VMR values simulated by EMAC reproduce the overall measured vertical structure,
although finer features in the trace gas distributions are not visible due to the horizontal
resolution of EMAC (≈125 km) compared to GLORIA (along-track sampling ≈3 km,
horizontal resolution along viewing direction several 10 – 100 km, see also Woiwode
et al. (2018)).
During the late winter flight PGS21 (Fig. 6.7c,f,i), again the modeled and measured
two-dimensional distributions of O3 generally agree between CLaMS and GLORIA,
and anew higher VMR values are modeled than observed at θ = 300-350 K altitude.
Here again, finer structures are visible in the CLaMS data, and higher absolute VMRs
(> 1600 ppbv) are measured than modeled (1100 ppbv) at 400 K, with the differ-
ence between them comparable to the total estimated error of the GLORIA data.
The EMAC simulation of this flight shows maximum values of O3 (up to 1500 ppbv)
that are marginally higher than those of CLaMS and closer to the ones measured by
GLORIA. Again, EMAC largely succeeds in reproducing the measured two-dimensional
trace gas distribution, but with less detail in the small-scale structures than measured
by GLORIA (see also Khosrawi et al., 2017).
ClONO2 on flight PGS06 shows the same maximum of 250 pptv at θ = 370 K altitude
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Figure 6.8: Same as Fig. 6.7, but for ClONO2. Please note that the first row is repeated
from Figs. 6.4-6.6, but with a different color bar.
(12:00 UTC) for CLaMS as for GLORIA (see Fig. 6.8a,d). Two-dimensional structures
with weak ClONO2 enhancements are found at lower altitudes and show slightly differ-
ent patterns in the two data sets. In EMAC, the simulated enhancement of ClONO2 is
smaller than the measured one (below < 100 pptv), and barely visible with the color
bar used (Fig. 6.8a,g).
For flight PGS14, again the ClONO2 small scale structures of GLORIA and CLaMS
generally agree (see Fig. 6.8b,e). The maxima found in the ClONO2 distribution around
16:00 UTC coincide in both data sets in terms of the position and absolute values.
Compared to the GLORIA measurements, more structures are present in the area where
ClONO2 values are largest in the CLaMS data (as for O3), but all measured structures
are also apparent in the model. The comparison to EMAC (see Fig. 6.8b,h) shows
similar maximum values, but the two-dimensional structure of ClONO2 is different:
The measured local maximum below flight altitude is not reproduced by the model,
which shows the ClONO2 maximum at 370 K flight altitude, while GLORIA shows a
local maximum at 360 K.
Flight PGS21 shows higher values in measured ClONO2 compared to CLaMS (see
Fig. 6.8c,f). Besides the overall agreement of the data, the increased ClONO2 values at
θ = 330-350 K altitude in the model simulation do not match the measured patterns
well. For this flight, EMAC simulates the maximum of ClONO2 at a similar position
compared to the measurements, and most measured enhancements are also evident in
the model data (see Fig. 6.8c,i). Though this agreement in structure is within expec-
tations, given the horizontal resolution of EMAC, the absolute values of ClONO2 in
the model (up to 600 pptv) differ substantially from the measured VMRs (1100 pptv),
indicating an underestimation of ClONO2 in the model simulation.
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Figure 6.9: Same as Fig. 6.7, but for HNO3.
Comparisons of the HNO3 cross sections with CLaMS and EMAC simulations gener-
ally reveal similar conclusions as for the other discussed trace gases (Fig. 6.9): Both
models succeed within their limitations to reproduce the general picture of the HNO3
distributions. For flight PGS06, CLaMS is able to simulate the correct geolocation of
the greatest HNO3 enhancement with similar VMRs > 8 ppbv. The second, diagonally
located enhancement in the GLORIA measurement is not reproduced by the model.
At other regions than the ones with maximum values, CLaMS and GLORIA show
comparable VMRs. EMAC also is able to reproduce the location of the highest mea-
sured HNO3 maximum, but with a notably lower absolute VMR of 4 ppbv. Similar to
CLaMS, EMAC is not able to reproduce the second measured enhancement. Generally,
EMAC shows marginally larger background HNO3 values (≈2-3 ppbv) than measured
(≈1-2 ppbv).
HNO3 for flight PGS14 is reproduced in great detail by the CLaMS simulation. No-
table differences are more filamentary structures modeled than observed, marginally
lower background VMRs and small displacements of mesoscale structures. EMAC does
not reproduce these small structures, but the maximum in the simulated cross section
coincides with the GLORIA cross section, although it is significantly lower (6 ppbv
measured compared to 4 ppbv simulated).
This general picture is similar for flight PGS21: EMAC shows the same regions of
enhancements as the measurement, again with lower VMRs modeled (3 ppbv) than
observed (5 ppbv). CLaMS shows similar structures of enhanced HNO3, but intro-
duces more structures, which are not measured. As already noted for ClONO2 and
HNO3, maximum values are lower in CLaMS (5 ppbv) than in GLORIA measurements
(6 ppbv).
These comparisons show that the measured two-dimensional structures in O3, ClONO2
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and HNO3 are well captured in the CLaMS simulation, albeit with some differences
in the magnitude of the features. The comparisons to EMAC show general agreement
with the measurements, considering the spatial resolution of the model. CLaMS is a
Lagrangian CTM, in which transport and chemical reactions are simulated along trajec-
tories following specified meteorological fields. EMAC is an Eulerian CCM, which uses
a defined grid on which the chemical processes are simulated. Transport and dynamical
processes are taken into account by the coupling between grid points (Khosrawi et al.,
2005; Morgenstern et al., 2017). These different model approaches are also reflected in
the comparison of simulated trace gases to GLORIA measurements. While the EMAC
simulation used here has been performed on a grid with 1.125◦× 1.125◦resolution, in
the Lagrangian model CLaMS the number of trajectories in the region of interest can
be optimized for advanced interpolation methods. For this reason, EMAC succeeds in
generally reproducing the chemical composition (for O3, ClONO2 and HNO3) of the
measured UTLS regions, while CLaMS is able to reproduce even small-scale structures
in these trace gases. Better agreement is expected for an EMAC simulation with higher
horizontal resolution (e.g., T255). Improvements are desirable for both models in the
simulation of ClONO2 in the late winter (flight PGS21), when maximum measured
VMRs are underestimated. EMAC is known to underestimate downward transport in
the lower parts of the polar vortex (Brühl et al., 2007; Khosrawi et al., 2017), and also
CLaMS shows diabatic descent that is too weak towards the end of the Arctic winter
(see Sec. 6.1.2). Together with the strong vertical gradient of all gases in this region, less
downward transport of the model results in smaller trace gas abundances at lower alti-
tudes. Differences in maximum values between GLORIA and EMAC for flight PGS06
appear in all discussed trace gases and can most likely be attributed to the limited hor-
izontal resolution of EMAC, because the enhancement seen on flight PGS06 appears to
be spatially very confined. CLaMS data for flight PGS21 shows higher VMRs of O3 at
θ = 325 K and of ClONO2 at θ = 340 K compared to the measurements, despite the
observed lack of descent at 380 K. This enhanced CLaMS O3 is also visible in the pas-
sive O3 tracer (not shown), which indicates that this disagreement with the GLORIA
measurements is caused by problems in horizontal transport or in the lower boundary
conditions of CLaMS. These problems are not unexpected, as CLaMS is a stratospheric
model by design. In addition, mixing is difficult to model, but CLaMS has been proven
to successfully reproduce mixing during the Arctic winter 2015/16 (Krause et al., 2018).
6.1.5 Correlations
For comparisons of the chemical composition of the probed atmosphere during different
flights, correlations of O3 and ClONO2 with CFC-11 are used. CFC-11 is well accessible
with GLORIA and characterized by a long atmospheric life time. Therefore it is used
as reference to analyze variations of O3 and ClONO2 in the LMS. As described by
e.g., Müller et al. (1996), a long-lived species with a vertical gradient of VMR (such as
CFC-11) can be used to represent measurements over the course of a winter accounting
for the dynamical behavior of the atmosphere. Correlations of GLORIA CFC-11 with O3
and ClONO2 are based on collocated measurements that are vortex-filtered (according
to the Nash- and sPV-criteria described in Sec. 2.2), and only data points with a
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Figure 6.10: Correlation of (a) O3 and (b) ClONO2 with CFC-11 measured by GLORIA
for flights PGS06 (red), PGS14 (green) and PGS21 (blue). The correlations are shown
as scatter plot and as RNFD(solid lines). An estimated potential temperature (based
on GLORIA CFC-11 and temperature measurements) is shown.
relative estimated error better than 20% are considered. For correlations with CLaMS
data, interpolations to GLORIA measurement geolocations are done as described in
Sec. 6.1.4. The CLaMS data shown in the following are interpolated as described in
Sect. 6.1.4 and are filtered for geolocations where GLORIA data points are available in
the correlations.
Due to the scattering and the large amount of available GLORIA data points, RNFD
as discussed by Eckstein et al. (2017) are used for a well-arranged representation of the
cloud of single correlation points: A two-dimensional histogram density is calculated
for the single correlation points within a VMR grid motivated by the variation of the
trace gases (∆VMRCFC-11 =15 pptv, ∆VMRClONO2 =50 pptv, ∆VMRO3 =70 ppbv).
From this normalized density histogram, a contour line at 3% of the maximum density
is shown to quantify the distribution of points. These correlations are shown in Fig.
6.10.
The correlations of individual points are characterized by large variability, which is
also visible in the RNFD. Partly, this variability is caused by the estimated GLORIA
uncertainty (< 200 ppbv for O3, < 100 pptv for ClONO2, and < 40 pptv for CFC-11),
while the remaining variability is caused by atmospheric variation, as also suggested by
the spread of the model correlations (see below). In the O3 correlation (Fig. 6.10a) it can
be seen that at lower altitudes (250-200 pptv CFC-11, θ ≈ 330-340 K) the majority of
correlated single points are located in the same area, whatever flight these points belong
to. Where measurements were possible at higher altitudes (150-100 pptv CFC-11, θ ≈
360-370 K), this correlation shows on average different slopes for the late flight PGS21
compared to the other, earlier flights. For all flights, variations up to 400 ppbv are
observed at altitudes of 150 pptv CFC-11 (θ ≈ 360 K).
For the ClONO2 correlation, again many points cluster at 250-200 pptv CFC-11 altitude
(θ ≈ 330-340 K), but significant differences between the different parts of the winter are
observed. While in the beginning of January (PGS06) only 100-300 pptv of ClONO2
are measured at 150 pptv CFC-11 (θ ≈ 360 K), in the middle of March (PGS21)
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Figure 6.11: Correlation of (a) O3 and (b) ClONO2 with CFC-11 for flights PGS06 (red),
PGS14 (green) and PGS21 (blue). The correlations are shown as RNFD for GLORIA
(solid lines) and CLaMS (dashed lines). An estimated potential temperature (based on
GLORIA CFC-11 and temperature measurements) is shown.
approximately 200 - 800 pptv are measured at this level, which indicates a chlorine
deactivation of ≈300 pptv on average into ClONO2. For flight PGS14 strong variability
of ClONO2 for altitudes lower than 170 pptv CFC-11 (θ ≈ 350 K) is visible. A similar
tracer-tracer correlation is shown in Fig. 6.11 for CLaMS, which succeeds in reproducing
the measured two-dimensional structures of O3 and ClONO2. For this analysis only one
model, namely CLaMS, is used because of the better agreement with observations and
because of problems in this specific EMAC simulation (see Khosrawi et al., 2017). As
in Fig. 6.10, the RNFD lines for the GLORIA data are shown as solid lines, while those
for the CLaMS data are shown as dashed lines. For O3 (Fig. 6.11a) the model data
shows a more distinct difference between the earlier PGS06 and the later PGS14 and
PGS21 flights at 180 pptv CFC-11 (θ ≈ 365 K). The model and the measurement O3
distributions agree regarding the average, while GLORIA data shows a larger variation.
This larger variability in the GLORIA data compared to CLaMS is also apparent in the
comparison of the ClONO2 correlation with CFC-11 (Fig. 6.11b). Despite the different
spread of data, the model and observation RNFD lines agree on average and similar
changes in the ClONO2 distributions demonstrate the stages of chlorine deactivation
into ClONO2 over the course of the winter.
6.2 Chemical ozone loss
The unusually low O3 abundances at 380 K in the Arctic winter 2015/16 (as shown in
Fig. 6.1) suggests that a high amount of O3 was depleted in the Arctic LMS in this
particular winter. However, for determining the chemical ozone loss, also dynamical
effects such as transport, mixing and subsidence, need to be separated from low O3
abundances due to chemical ozone depletion. Many, in particular model based, stud-
ies compute the chemical ozone loss as the difference between ozone and a so-called
“passive ozone” (Manney et al., 1995a,b). This passive ozone is calculated either from
a correlation with a chemically inert trace gas (e.g., CFCs, N2O) or from an artificial
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model tracer, which is initialized, transported and mixed as “regular” ozone, but not
involved in any chemical reaction. The latter approach is applied by the CLaMS model
and with this method chemical ozone loss is estimated in Sec. 6.13.
Another well-established method to estimate the chemical ozone loss is the so-called
“Match” approach (Gathen et al., 1995). This technique applies trajectories to monitor
the paths of air masses within the polar vortex. These trajectories are compared to
measurement geolocations, and in case the same air mass is measured multiple times,
it is possible to deduce the chemical evolution of these air masses. Mixing processes,
e.g., with air masses from mid latitudes, are typically not considered for such trajectory
based approaches and introduce an error source. Livesey et al. (2015) used this Match-
based technique with Aura/MLS measurements of ozone to calculate profiles of chemical
ozone loss for each winter of the Aura measurement epoch. For an error estimation, they
use the chemically inert N2O trace gas to estimate the effect of mixing and the effect
of uncertainties in the descent prescribed from the meteorological data. These errors in
O3 loss are estimated as 0.5 ppmv.
As an extension of Livesey et al. (2015), Santee (2017) presented Match-based ozone loss
profiles for Arctic winters until 2017, as shown in Fig. 6.12. In this comparison of profiles,
the extreme nature of the Arctic winter 2010/11 is clearly visible: Chemical ozone loss
of more than 2.0 ppbv at 475 K potential temperature is estimated by the MLS Match
approach and this particular winter is also known as an “Arctic ozone hole” (Santee
et al., 2011). Other Arctic winters with remarkable stratospheric ozone loss during the
MLS measurement period are 2004/05, 2006/07, 2007/08, 2013/14 and 2015/16. Note
that all of these winters show ozone losses lower than 2.0 ppbv in the stratosphere.
In the LMS, which is in focus of this work, notable ozone loss occurred in the Arctic
winters 2004/05 with 0.8 ppmv, 2007/08 with 0.8 ppmv, 2014/15 with 1.3 ppmv, and
2015/16 with 0.8 ppmv of chemical ozone loss at 375 K potential temperature. For the
extraordinarily high estimated ozone loss at 375 K in 2014/15, the unusually early final
stratospheric sudden warming (SSW; early January 2015; Manney et al., 2015a) needs
to be considered, which makes the Match-estimated ozone loss 2014/15 implausible and
is neglected for further analysis.
However, this analysis of ozone loss based on MLS data implies that chemical ozone
loss in the LMS during the Arctic winter 2015/16 was not as exceptional as the time
series in Fig. 6.1 suggests. According to Fig. 6.12, among others, the Arctic winter
2004/05 was comparable regarding chemical ozone loss in the LMS. In Fig. 6.1e, the O3
concentrations in the late winter 2004/05 is considerably greater than O3 in 2015/16,
but also the descent (indicated by the strong decrease of CH3Cl in Fig. 6.1g) until the
final warming (Manney et al., 2006, 10 March 2005, ) was unusually strong in 2004/05.
This strong descent resulted in greater replenishment of O3, which compensated for
chemical ozone loss at 380 K (assuming that mixing and other transport processes
are of minor importance at these altitudes). Analyses of other winters with chemical
ozone loss comparable to 2015/16 in the LMS (according to Fig. 6.12) suggest that
2015/16 was exceptional in the LMS regarding the combination of unusually strong
chemical ozone loss with non-extraordinary diabatic descent (unlike other winters with
unusually strong chemical ozone loss).
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6.3 CLaMS investigations of chemical evolution
The measurements presented in Sec. 6.1 revealed unusual chlorine deactivation in the
satellite time series and interesting mesoscale structures with unusually high ClONO2
VMRs for the Arctic in the GLORIA measurements. It was shown that CLaMS suc-
cessfully reproduces structures in the LMS measured by MLS and GLORIA. For this
reason, these validated model simulations are applied to examine the influence of ozone
depletion and PSC sedimentation on chlorine deactivation. Then, the influence of con-
siderably lower temperatures is shown with a CLaMS sensitivity simulation. In the third
part of this section, the origin of measured ClONO2 in the LMS is investigated.
6.3.1 Influence of ozone depletion and denitrification on
chlorine deactivation
NOy and O3 abundances are known to have a major influence on chlorine deactivation
pathways, and those abundances are strongly affected by denitrification and ozone loss,
respectively. In Sec. 6.1.1, the partitioning of chlorine reservoirs in 2016 was identified
to be unusual for an Arctic winter, and therefore CLaMS sensitivity simulations have
been performed to understand and quantify the influence of ozone depletion and PSC
sedimentation on chlorine deactivation.
The sensitivity run without ozone depletion has been facilitated by replacing the CLaMS
O3 with the passive O3 tracer at the beginning of each simulation step. This passive
O3 tracer is initialized, transported and mixed in the same way as the regular O3
field, but it does not experience ozone-depleting processes. The difference between the
passive O3 and the standard O3 is a measure of chemical ozone loss and is presented
as time series at 380 K and 490 K (Fig. 6.13a) and as a cross section between 330 K
and 600 K (Fig. 6.13c). These time series of differences show that ozone depletion
starts in the beginning of January and reaches its maximum in the middle of March.
The largest ozone depletion is simulated at 490 K, with maximum VMR differences
of 1.75 ppmv. The influence of ozone depletion on HCl and ClONO2 is illustrated in
Fig. 6.13e,g as differences between the reference and the sensitivity simulation without
ozone depletion. Negative differences (shades of blue) indicate how much the chlorine
reservoir is diminished due to the effect of ozone depletion, while positive differences
(shades of red) show enhancements due to this effect. HCl exhibits a positive response
to ozone depletion, and starting from the beginning of March, more than 500 pptv
additional chlorine is deactivated into HCl under ozone-depleted conditions. At the
same time, ClONO2 is reduced by more than 500 pptv due to ozone depletion. These
differences for both reservoir gases peak at altitudes of 440 K towards the end of March.
Interestingly, this peak altitude is lower than the altitude of greatest ozone loss (490 K).
For the sensitivity run without PSC sedimentation, a CLaMS simulation was performed
without the sedimentation module (see Sec. 4.4.1). Differences in NOy between the
reference and the sensitivity simulation are presented in Fig. 6.13b,d as time series at
380 K and 490 K and as cross sections. Nitrification up to 4 ppbv is seen at 380 K in
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Figure 6.13: CLaMS vortex average (equivalent latitude > 75◦N) time series for ozone
loss at 380 K and 490 K (a), and as cross section (c). Denitrification is presented in
the same manner (b,d). Differences in HCl and ClONO2 between a reference simulation
and a simulation without the influence of ozone depletion (e,g) or PSC sedimentation
(f,h). Altitudes of 380 K and 490 K, which are illustrated in other panels, are marked
with horizontal lines. The bottom panels show ClOx (black), HCl (green), and ClONO2
(orange) for the reference simulation (open squares), and for the sensitivity simulations
without ozone depletion (+) and without PSC sedimentation (x) at 380 K (i) and
490 K (j). Please note that these time series, in contrast to others in this figure, start
in January.
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early winter and later at lower altitudes, while denitrification is largest (up to 10 ppbv)
at 490 K in the middle of January. The effect on HCl and ClONO2 (Fig. 6.13f,h)
shows an enhancement of HCl, which reaches its maximum (500 pptv) in the middle
of February, and a decrease in ClONO2, which reaches its extreme (> 500 pptv) in the
beginning of March. A weak opposite effect is observed at lower altitudes (< 380 K),
where nitrification is observed.
Absolute values of HCl, ClONO2, and ClOx at 380 K and 490 K are presented in
Fig. 6.13i,j for the reference and both sensitivity simulations. At 380 K, differences up
to 200 pptv between the reference and the O3 sensitivity simulation (“+”) are visible
in the reservoirs in March, with more ClONO2 and less HCl in the simulation without
ozone depletion. PSC sedimentation (“x”) has only a weak influence at 380 K on the
temporal evolution of the chlorine reservoirs and ClOx, with small differences visible
around the time of the final warming in the beginning of March. At 490 K, differences
in the reservoirs between the reference and the O3 sensitivity run increase to 300 pptv,
starting in the beginning of March. Again, more ClONO2 and less HCl is modeled for
the sensitivity simulation without ozone depletion. A larger change in the chlorine par-
titioning is observed for the sensitivity simulation without PSC sedimentation: Starting
towards the end of January, less HCl and more ClOx is simulated, and by the beginning
of March a substantial increase in ClONO2 with a difference of 1000 pptv compared to
the reference is found. During that time, ClOx decreases faster and HCl is consistently
lower in comparison to the reference simulation. At the end of March, the sensitiv-
ity simulation without PSC sedimentation approaches the reference simulation for all
presented species.
The sensitivity simulations by CLaMS help to quantify the effect of ozone depletion
and PSC sedimentation on the observed unusual chlorine deactivation in 2016. The
sensitivity simulation without ozone depletion showed that at 380 K, low ozone abun-
dances (< 1.0 ppmv) caused 200 pptv of chlorine to be deactivated into HCl instead
of ClONO2. These ozone abundances are not as low (< 0.5 ppmv) as those found in
previous studies (Prather and Jaffe, 1990; Douglass et al., 1995; Grooß et al., 1997,
2005; Mickley et al., 1997), but as demonstrated by Douglass and Kawa (1999), even
higher ozone abundances than 0.5 ppmv together with cold temperatures are able to
change chlorine deactivation. The different altitudes of the maxima observed in ozone
loss (490 K) and changes in chlorine species (440 K) may be explained by the vertically
increasing ozone VMR profile in the LMS. At 490 K, the absolute chemical ozone loss
(≈1.75 ppmv) is larger than at 440 K (≈1.2 ppmv), but the total ozone VMR still is
larger at 490 K (≈2.5 ppmv) than at 440 K (≈1.5 ppmv, see also Fig. 6.2). According
to Douglass and Kawa (1999), the absolute ozone VMR is important for the chlorine
deactivation partitioning, and not the chemical ozone loss. The availability of NOy does
not play a significant role in chlorine partitioning at 380 K. This may be explained by
the fact that CLaMS does not simulate denitrification at 380 K (see Fig. 6.13b), and the
availability of NOy is not limited due to PSC sedimentation at this level. Thus there is
little difference between the control and sensitivity simulations in this case. At 490 K,
the reduced availability of O3 caused a relatively small proportion of chlorine (300 pptv)
to be deactivated into HCl instead of ClONO2. The decreased availability of NOy (as
a consequence of PSC sedimentation) induces major differences up to 1000 pptv in
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ClONO2.
The two sensitivity simulations reveal different time and altitude ranges in which they
have the strongest impact on chlorine deactivation: While O3 abundances affect the
partitioning of the reservoirs from the beginning of March (with a maximum towards
the end of March), the availability of NOy has the maximum effect on HCl between
February and the middle of March and on ClONO2 around the major warming in
the beginning of March. These sensitivity simulations also show impacts over different
altitude ranges: The effect of O3 depletion leads to notable differences between reference
and sensitivity simulation starting from 380 K, with maximal differences at 440 K.
The effect of sedimentation of HNO3-containing particles on the chlorine reservoirs
shows large impact between 400 K and 550 K. A small opposite effect is observed at
altitudes below 380 K due to re-nitrification. The differences in HCl and ClONO2 for
ozone sensitivity appear to be very symmetric: positive differences in HCl correspond to
negative differences in ClONO2 at approximately the same time and altitude and with
roughly the same magnitude. This is because O3 abundances influence the partitioning
of Cl and ClO, which directly determines whether chlorine is deactivated into HCl or
ClONO2 (Douglass and Kawa, 1999). For the sensitivity to PSC sedimentation, this
symmetry between the differences in the chlorine reservoirs is not observed. Without
PSC sedimentation, the chlorine activation is already changed by the end of January,
while PSCs are present and chlorine activation is still possible. During this time, in
the absence of denitrification, more ClONO2 is produced due to the greater availability
of NOy, assuming that there is sufficient sunlight in the vortex to photolyze HNO3 to
produce NO2. Together with available HCl, this regenerated ClONO2 is then activated
on PSCs, which results in net chlorine activation. In March, chlorine is deactivated into
ClONO2 to a considerably larger extent, again due to the greater availability of NOy.
The impact over different altitude ranges of the two sensitivity simulations implies that
the observed unusually strong chlorine deactivation into HCl at 380 K (see Sec. 6.1.1)
was predominantly driven by low O3. At 490 K, where denitrification was much stronger
than at 380 K, it was mainly the low NOy that shifted chlorine deactivation towards
HCl, while the low O3 abundances only played a minor role.
The passive O3 tracer of CLaMS also allows estimation of chemical ozone loss of
0.4 ppmv at 380 K and 1.75 ppmv at 490 K. Since the comparisons to MLS indi-
cate that CLaMS overestimates O3 towards the end of the winter, possibly because of
deficiencies in its representation of dynamical processes, these estimates of ozone loss
should be regarded as a lower boundary. As shown in Sec. 6.2, only a few other Arctic
winters have experienced chemical ozone loss in the LMS as large as that in 2015/16
(Livesey et al., 2015; Santee, 2017).
6.3.2 Temperature sensitivity
In order to quantify the influence of temperature on the processes of chlorine activation
and deactivation, an additional simulation of CLaMS with temperature reduced by
1 K globally has been performed to be compared to the “reference” simulation with
temperatures given by the meteorological analysis. The reanalysis temperature usually
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Figure 6.14: Correlation of CLaMS (a) O3, (b) ClONO2, (c) HCl and (d) ClO with
CFC-11 for flights PGS06 (red), PGS14 (green) and PGS21 (blue). The correlations
are shown as RNFD for the reference run (dashed lines) and the sensitivity run with
temperature reduced by 1 K globally (dotted) in the respective color of the flight.
used for the model simulation is not expected to have an error as high as 1 K (Hoffmann
et al., 2017), but this sensitivity study is shown to estimate the response of ozone and
chlorine species to significantly lower temperatures (see also Sinnhuber et al., 2011).
This sensitivity run is shown as an RNFD correlation of O3, ClONO2, HCl and ClO
with CFC-11 in Fig. 6.14. In the O3 correlation (Fig. 6.14a) it is apparent that the
reduced temperature affects the extent of ozone depletion: While the correlation for
the early flight PGS06 shows little change, the later flights PGS14 and PGS21 show
considerably lower O3 VMRs at higher altitudes (lower CFC-11 VMRs).
In contrast to the changes in O3 due to the decreased temperature, few differences be-
tween the reference and the sensitivity run are visible for ClONO2 (Fig. 6.14b). The
main difference for ClONO2 due to the decreased temperature is slightly increased vari-
ability, which in some regions more closely resembles that for the GLORIA correlations
(see Fig. 6.10). For HCl (Fig. 6.14c) the reduced temperature leads to decreased VMRs
for the earlier flights PGS06 and PGS14, while results for PGS21 remain almost un-
changed. ClO (Fig. 6.14d) also shows notable changes for the two earlier flights PGS06
and PGS14 and no remarkable change for flight PGS21. For all flights in the tem-
perature sensitivity run, it can be seen that the RNFD lines extend to lower CFC-11
abundances and thus to higher altitudes.
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The modeled enhanced ozone depletion due to the decreased temperature (visible in
the lower O3 VMRs at higher altitudes during mid- and late winter flights PGS14 and
PGS21) is expected as the lower temperatures also increase the time period during which
PSC formation and chlorine activation may occur. With this earlier and longer chlorine
activation in mind, one would assume that the sensitivity run would also show a decrease
of the chlorine reservoirs ClONO2 and HCl. This decrease for the early- and mid-winter
is visible for HCl but not for ClONO2, which only changes marginally compared to the
CLaMS reference run. This goes along with a substantial increase of simulated ClO
during these flights. Due to the location of the polar vortex (see Sec. 6.1.3: the vortex
reached as far south as the Alps) sunlight was available during the time of the flight
and therefore the production of ClO was possible, which then could form ClONO2 with
ambient available NO2 (see Sec. 2.5). The availability of NO2 is indicated by record high
HNO3 abundances in early winter 2015/16, measured by MLS at 380 K (see Fig. 6.1).
These high HNO3 values are possible evidence of substantial re-nitrification through
sedimentation of PSC particles. Such re-nitrification likely produced larger abundances
of gas-phase HNO3 at 380 K than typical, at least in early winter, thus making more
NO2 available. ClONO2 gets “recycled” (converted into active chlorine via R 2.8 but
then reformed via R 2.15) whereas HCl does not, so its abundances just continue to
decline over the winter (as already shown by Müller et al., 1994). The extension of the
RNFD isolines to lower CFC-11 values for flights PGS14 and PGS21 also indicates a
change in the descent due to the decreased temperature. This was expected, because
the diabatic part of the downwelling inside the stratospheric vortex (see Sec. 2.2) is
driven by low temperatures.
6.3.3 Origin of ClONO2 measured by GLORIA
In order to investigate the temporal evolution of the chemical composition at geoloca-
tions measured by GLORIA, CLaMS is used to calculate 11-day backward trajectories
from these measurement geolocations. Then the model variables from the global model
run are interpolated to these geolocations 11 days before the measurement, and CLaMS
performs its Lagrangian simulation along the trajectory leading to the measurement.
Along this trajectory, variables are saved at a temporal resolution of one hour. Be-
cause the chemical composition is simulated only along the trajectories, mixing was
not considered for this simulation. As discussed by Konopka et al. (2003), mixing is
regarded to have a weak influence on chlorine deactivation. This explains differences in
CLaMS ClONO2 cross sections between Figs. 6.8 and 6.15. A similar approach to in-
vestigate chlorine activation along backward trajectories has been reported by Lelieveld
et al. (1999), but based on in situ measurements of HCl and with a focus on chlorine
activation on cirrus clouds.
The cross sections at the trajectory ending points are shown in Fig. 6.15(a-d) for flight
PGS14 for ClONO2 and HCl as the reservoir gases and for ClO as one of the major
active chlorine species at these altitudes. According to the validated ClONO2 cross
section, regions of interest are identified and marked: The local maximum of ClONO2
at 16:00 UTC and θ = 360 K is marked with a magenta “star” symbol, another local
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maximum at 16:40 UTC and θ = 370 K is marked green and the last substantial local
maximum at 17:45 UTC and θ = 355 K is marked blue. In the ClO cross section a
maximum is modeled at 16:35 UTC and θ = 385 K which is marked cyan. CLaMS
backward trajectories within a horizontal distance of 25 km and a vertical distance of θ
= 5 K from these marked geolocations are selected for further analysis. These selected
trajectories are projected on a map in Fig. 6.15d. It can be seen that the majority of
these air parcels stay confined within a well defined region which is expected to be the
polar vortex.
For flight PGS21, results from this trajectory analysis are presented in the same man-
ner (Fig. 6.15e-h). Regions of interest are identified at different locations of enhanced
ClONO2 values at 12:10 UTC and θ = 380 K (red), 13:25 UTC and θ = 390 K (dark
blue) and 15:20 UTC and θ = 380 K (light green). Trajectories in the vicinity of these
points are selected as described for flight PGS14. In the map projection of these tra-
jectories (Fig. 6.15h), it can be seen that these air masses have been confined above
Greenland (red) or have been circulating above Siberia (dark blue, light green) until
they migrated to Scandinavia, where they were measured. The tracks of these trajecto-
ries are consistent with the meteorological situation of an eroding polar vortex during
the time of flight PGS21.
The temporal evolution along these selected trajectories is shown for both flights in
Fig. 6.16 for (a) potential temperature, (b) the solar zenith angle (SZA), (c) ClONO2,
(d) HCl, (e) ClOx (= ClO+2Cl2O2+2Cl2), (f) ClO, (g) Cl2O2 and (h) Cl2. The mean
of all selected trajectories belonging to a point of interest is presented as a solid line in
the corresponding color, while minimum and maximum values are marked with shading
in the same color.
Flight on 26 February 2016 (PGS14)
Potential temperatures (Fig. 6.16a1) show persistent downwelling along all selected
trajectories, and the SZA (Fig. 6.16b1) indicates long periods in darkness. These first
two panels provide context for the temporal evolution of the chlorine species.
The magenta curves, which have been defined to end at the region with the highest
ClONO2 in the cross section, show persistently high VMRs for ClONO2 between 250
and 500 pptv and HCl values around 375 pptv. These persistently high VMRs in the
chlorine reservoir species indicate that chlorine deactivation mainly occurred prior to
the end point of the 11-day back trajectory and that these deactivated air masses
have been transported to the GLORIA measurement location. Both chlorine reservoirs
slightly increase during the first four days until 18 February 2016, then decrease for
three days (until 20 February 2016) and then increase again, with a stronger increase
seen in ClONO2. The active chlorine species (as a sum shown in ClOx) for the magenta
curves remain at low levels (< 250 pptv), and show enhancements when the chlorine
reservoirs are at lower values.
The green curves end at a local maximum of 340 pptv of ClONO2 at θ = 370 K. This
enhanced value was reached due to an increase within the last five days. In the beginning
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Figure 6.15: Cross sections for (a,e) ClONO2, (b,f) HCl and (c,g) ClO at the end of
CLaMS trajectories leading to the GLORIA tangent point geolocations for flights PGS14
(a-d) and PGS21 (e-h). Regions of interest are marked with colored star symbols. 11-day
backward trajectories calculated for each flight by CLaMS are shown on the map (d,h)
in corresponding colors.
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Figure 6.16: Modeled temporal evolution of (a) potential temperature, (b) solar zenith
angle (SZA, the 90◦threshold is marked with a black line), (c) ClONO2, (d) HCl, (e)
ClOx, (f) ClO, (g) Cl2O2, and (h) Cl2 for (1) flight PGS14 (left) and (2) flight PGS21
(right). These trajectories are color-coded as defined in Fig. 6.15 a-c and e-g. Solid
lines show the mean of all trajectories connected with these regions and the light colors
show minimum/maximum values among those trajectories. Please note different ordi-
nate scales in each column.
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of these 11-day trajectories, ClONO2 started at VMRs of approximately 375 pptv until
17 February 2016 and then decreased to minimum values on 20 February 2016. The
temporal evolution of HCl shows a similar slope: The mean value of these trajectories
starts at a VMR of 470 pptv, which increases on the same time scale as ClONO2 to
500 pptv, decreases to 125 pptv and finally increases to 320 pptv. During the time of
ClONO2 and HCl decrease, Cl2 builds up to 270 pptv until it suddenly decreases to 0
pptv on 21 February 2016. At the same time, which coincides with the first exposure of
this air parcel to sunlight since 16 February 2016 (according to the SZA), the VMR of
ClO rapidly increases and then decreases again (with signatures of its diurnal cycle),
while the reservoirs (ClONO2 and HCl) increase again along with the decrease of ClOx.
The ClO-dimer increases first on 17 February 2016, when Cl2 starts to rise, and increases
again on 18 February 2016. In addition to the substantial increase of ClO on 21 February
2016, also the ClO-dimer rapidly increases to 100 pptv but then decreases again.
The blue curves show a similar course compared to the green ones but at lower potential
temperature altitudes. Due to these different altitudes, the blue curves start with lower
availability of chlorine reservoirs. At first (17 February 2016 and beginning of 18 Febru-
ary 2016) Cl2 along the blue trajectory exceeds that on the green one, but ultimately
less chlorine is activated (see Cl2), because the blue parcels saw less sunlight than the
green ones on 16 February 2016 and none on 17 February 2016. This also results in
less ClO after the exposure to sunlight (21 February 2016), but these lower amounts of
ClO are initially deactivated slightly more rapidly into ClONO2 compared to the green
curve. During the last three days of this trajectory, the green and the blue curves are
almost identical for the chlorine reservoirs.
As an example of enhanced ClO values at the end of the trajectories, the cyan curves
(which are at higher potential temperature altitudes of 385 K) show also a similar course
compared to the green curves during the last five days before the measurement. In the
beginning of the presented 11 days, the reservoir gases decrease earlier (16 February
2016) to low VMR levels than they did for the green point. ClOx values are highest
compared to other trajectory sets. The amount of accumulated Cl2 is similar to that
in the blue parcels (175 pptv) with the same times of sunlight exposure on 21 Febru-
ary 2016 and 22 February 2016. ClO also shows a similar evolution compared to the
green course (if one considers the different altitudes, which are presumably the reason
for the higher VMRs in the beginning) until the last three days, when ClO increases
considerably along the cyan trajectory. This increase goes along with a decrease of the
ClO-dimer, which is significantly higher along the entire trajectory compared to all
other curves, reaching mean values up to 440 pptv on 20 February 2016.
For all selected points, there are regions in which the minimum/maximum values (indi-
cated by the colored shading) vary substantially from the mean value, which indicates
strong variability even for trajectories that end at geolocations within a horizontal dis-
tance of 25 km and θ = 5 K altitude.
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Flight on 18 March 2016 (PGS21)
In contrast to flight PGS14, sunlight is available along all selected trajectories of flight
PGS21 on a daily basis, according to the SZA (Fig. 6.16b2). Based on the potential
temperature, continuous subsidence is observed for the red trajectory set, while for the
light-green and dark-blue trajectories the air parcels are slightly uplifted until 13 March
2016 and then subside with a similar slope compared to the other trajectories. ClOx
(Fig. 6.16e2) predominantly consists of ClO for all selected trajectories during that time
of the year.
The red set of trajectories was selected due to the enhanced ClONO2 values at the
measurement location. The history of this enhancement in ClONO2 shows a slight
overall decrease (from 760 pptv to 630 pptv) with decreasing and increasing features
due to the diurnal cycle. HCl increases step-wise from 380 pptv to 500 pptv, and ClOx
shows diurnal enhancements during the sunlit periods up to 60 pptv.
For the light-green air parcels, ClONO2 slowly decreases from 900 to 750 pptv with
fluctuations due to the diurnal cycle. HCl starts at 400 pptv and ends at 600 pptv by
increasing in small steps. ClO shows a small diurnal cycle with maximum values up to
100 pptv.
The highest potential temperature trajectory end point for this flight is marked in dark
blue. ClONO2 increases from 670 to 870 pptv and then decreases again to 700 pptv with
fluctuations due to the diurnal cycle. These dark-blue trajectories show the largest
increase in HCl (from 450 pptv to 700 pptv). The diurnal cycle also dominates the
evolution of ClO, with maximum values up to 200 pptv superimposed on a baseline
value of 100 pptv that persists until 13 March 2016. During this period also small
(50 pptv) remnants of Cl2O2 are visible.
For most of these selected trajectory sets it can be observed that the variability is smaller
compared to the ones for PGS14, especially for chlorine species other than ClONO2.
Discussion
According to chemical tracers along CLaMS backward trajectories, enhanced ClONO2
measured by GLORIA on 26 February 2016 was mainly a result of chlorine deactivation
within the last five days before the measurement. An example of air masses has been
presented that had been deactivated prior to the end point of the 11-day back trajectory
and then transported to the GLORIA measurement location. These results also revealed
substantial variability among trajectories initialized within a given region of interest
(marked by the shaded area: 25 km horizontal and θ = 5 K vertical coincidence). This
variability indicates that small changes in the ending point of the trajectories result
from different chemical histories of the air parcels.
For flight PGS21 in mid March, the ClONO2 along the trajectories shows constantly
high VMRs, modulated by the diurnal cycle. Since this flight took place well after the
final warming (5-6 March; Manney and Lawrence, 2016), there had been no recent PSC
formation or chlorine activation, and almost all of the measured enhanced ClONO2
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had been produced by chlorine deactivation that took place at least 11 days before
the measurement. Changes in ClONO2, ClOx (which is nearly all ClO at this time)
and HCl can be explained by the photolysis of ClONO2, which results in a diurnal
cycle (Brasseur and Solomon, 2005). This photolysis diminishes ClONO2 and creates
Cl (or a small fraction of ClO) during sunlit portions of the trajectories (Burkholder
et al., 2015). These products can either react in ozone loss cycles, during which the
fractions of Cl and ClO may change (see Solomon, 1999), or build chlorine reservoirs
again: ClO reacts with NO2 to ClONO2, while Cl reacts to HCl. Therefore not all of
the ClONO2 photolysis products ultimately go on to regenerate ClONO2. Thus HCl
increases in a stepwise fashion, while ClONO2 decreases. As was demonstrated with
CLaMS sensitivity simulations, preferential deactivation into HCl is caused by low O3
abundances as a consequence of ozone depletion.
In summary, for the most part enhanced ClONO2 measured in February had been
recently (within the prior few days) deactivated in situ in the LMS, while in March
almost all of the measured enhanced ClONO2 had been transported longer than 11
days.
Chapter 7
Summary and conclusions
In this thesis, a new data set based on recent measurements of the airborne imaging
Fourier transform spectrometer GLORIA during the Arctic winter 2015/16 has been
presented and discussed. These data have been applied in this work for scientific studies
on chlorine deactivation processes in the Arctic LMS.
The retrieval results for LOS, temperature and trace gases have been characterized, and
detailed error estimations have been motivated and discussed. As an example, flight
PGS19 on 13 March 2016 has been discussed in detail, showing the retrieval results of
temperature and the trace gases HNO3, O3, ClONO2, H2O and CFC-12, which have
been compared to in situ measurements and to MLS data if applicable. It has been
demonstrated that valuable information at high spatial resolution can be retrieved from
infrared limb imaging data even in the UTLS with high clouds and PSCs present. The
vertical resolution is 400 to 1000 m reached for most trace gases, which is unique for
passive remote sensing instruments. With this high resolution, fine vertical structures
can be examined. Typical estimated errors are in the range of 1–2K for temperature
and 10%–20% relative error for the discussed trace gases. An approach for post-flight
LOS correction has been successfully established to account for limited in-flight LOS
knowledge and stabilization due to technical and software problems.
The comparisons of HNO3 and O3 measured by MLS and GLORIA show the synergies
of air- and spaceborne measurements: The aircraft measurements with high spatial
resolution reveal small-scale structures in the trace gas distributions. In contrast, the
satellite measurements provide a continuous time series of global measurements up to
high altitudes, which helps to put the structures observed by GLORIA into context. The
same structures in O3 and HNO3 are visible in both data sets, and the measured mixing
ratios are consistent, considering the different measurement characteristics. Towards the
end of the winter, O3 and HNO3 are underestimated by MLS, which is an effect of lower
vertical resolution of the spaceborne instrument and horizontal gridding. This lower
resolution does not resolve spatially confined enhancements in these trace gases. Due
to only partial overlap of vertically resolved information from GLORIA and the width
of the MLS averaging kernels, it is not possible to perform a more refined comparison.
Comparisons of the GLORIA retrieval results with in situ measurements on board
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HALO show the consistency of these data sets, taking into account the error, vertical
and horizontal resolution of GLORIA and atmospheric variability, which are pronounced
by the different measurement techniques and the inferred different geolocations of the
measurements. Also comparisons with a balloon borne ozone and temperature sonde
show a high consistency of the GLORIA data with independent observations.
This newly presented GLORIA data set benefits from aero-acoustic improvements of
the instrument compared to previous GLORIA campaigns (Kaufmann et al., 2015;
Woiwode et al., 2015; Ungermann et al., 2015). It is based on a much higher number
of measured profiles and also has been compared to additional in situ trace gas mea-
surements. Compared to the data set by Woiwode et al. (2015), which is also based
on measurements in the high-spectral-resolution mode, the vertical resolutions of this
GLORIA data set are significantly better, and a more detailed approach for error es-
timation is introduced. Furthermore, GLORIA measurements discussed in this work
provide temperature and trace gas information down to 5 km, which is lower compared
to the majority of previously discussed infrared limb sounders.
The second major part of this thesis is dedicated to the analysis of chlorine activation
and deactivation in the Arctic winter 2015/16 LMS by utilizing time series of satellite
measurements, aircraft remote sensing measurements from GLORIA during the PGS
campaign and simulations by the atmospheric models CLaMS and EMAC. The anal-
ysis of ACE-FTS and MLS time series shows the extreme nature of the Arctic winter
2015/16: HCl has reached a new minimum in the Arctic at θ = 380 K during the
Aura/MLS epoch, followed by an unusually rapid increase of HCl. For several parts of
the winter, ClO showed maximum values also within the instrument’s record. Although
ozone loss was greater in 2010/11, 2015/16 was a winter with extraordinary large chem-
ical ozone loss (Livesey et al., 2015; Santee, 2017), estimated by CLaMS to be at least
0.4 ppmv at 380 K and 1.75 ppmv at 490 K. Estimations of chemical ozone loss with
a “Match-based” analysis of MLS O3 measurements even reveal chemical ozone loss of
0.8 ppmv at 375 K and 1.7 ppmv at 475 K. The chemical process of chlorine deactiva-
tion, which was unusual for the Arctic, has been identified through CLaMS sensitivity
studies to result at 380 K from low O3 abundances due to ozone depletion rather than
from low NOy availability as a result of PSC sedimentation. At higher potential tem-
peratures (as shown at 490 K), denitrification played a greater role with 1000 pptv less
chlorine deactivated into ClONO2 due to denitrification.
During this exceptional Arctic winter, the GLORIA instrument observed enhanced
ClONO2 in the LMS. GLORIA measurements of both O3 and ClONO2 show meso-scale
structures in the two-dimensional vertical cross sections. The comparisons of the highly
resolved GLORIA cross sections of O3, ClONO2 and HNO3 with the models EMAC and
CLaMS serve as useful evaluations of two different approaches (Eulerian CCM and La-
grangian CTM) for modeling the chemical composition of the UTLS. The comparison of
EMAC model data with measurements shows agreement within the limitations expected
due to its relatively coarse resolution compared to CLaMS and GLORIA. In addition,
deficiencies of EMAC’s diabatic descent are revealed in the comparisons. CLaMS bene-
fits from its higher spatial resolution and reproduces the measurements even for detailed
small-scale structures. For the late winter flight PGS21, CLaMS shows more O3 and
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ClONO2 than GLORIA at low potential temperature altitudes (330-340 K), which indi-
cates that CLaMS could be improved concerning boundary conditions at low altitudes,
horizontal transport and mixing. Discrepancies at 380 K between measurements (MLS
CH3Cl and GLORIA O3 and ClONO2) and CLaMS data also suggest potential for
improvement in the model’s representation of diabatic descent in the LMS. Generally,
comparisons of CLaMS with MLS demonstrate overall agreement, while differences in
HCl reflect well known problems with modeled chlorine activation, which also have
consequences for O3 and ClO.
A sensitivity study with the CLaMS model simulates this winter with temperature
decreased globally by 1 K. As expected, this decreased temperature results in enhanced
ozone depletion due to the earlier and longer presence of PSCs even at lower altitude
levels, which leads to chlorine activation. Such an enhanced chlorine activation is not
observed in ClONO2 due to the position of the polar vortex outside the polar night.
Thus sunlight was available to break up chlorine molecules. Atomic chlorine forms ClO,
which then can react with NO2 to “recycle” ClONO2 which was reacting with HCl
during chlorine activation. This process impedes the usage of ClONO2 as a tracer of
the extent of chlorine activation during an Arctic winter. From the correlation between
CFC-11 and O3 for exemplary PGS flights, an additional ozone loss of 200 ppbv at
370 K is estimated at the end of the winter if temperature decreases by 1 K.
The origin of observed enhanced ClONO2 at selected points in the LMS is reconstructed
with an analysis of the chemical composition along trajectories leading to the measure-
ment geolocations provided by CLaMS. As expected, this analysis shows that both
transport of ClONO2 and in situ chlorine deactivation at lower altitudes are simulated
in the model for the selected February flight. Large variability among trajectories end-
ing in the same vicinity shows that small changes in the path of an air parcel may
strongly influence its course of chlorine activation/deactivation due to different encoun-
ters with PSCs, and different amounts of available NOy, O3, and sunlight. For the flight
in March 2016, the enhanced measured ClONO2 is a result of transport, as illustrated
by the chemical composition along the CLaMS trajectories.
Due to climate change, exceptionally cold winters are expected to occur more frequently
in the future (Fels et al., 1980; Hartmann et al., 2014; WMO, 2015), which may in par-
ticular impact ozone in the Arctic LMS. These expected changes in ozone and chlorine
activation and deactivation processes emphasize the importance of regular observations
of the chemical composition of the atmosphere, with a particular focus on the LMS.
Outlook
This work sets the basis for a variety of consecutive studies. The results demonstrate
the performance and quality of the GLORIA data set of the UTLS during the Arc-
tic winter 2015/2016. In terms of data evaluation, first studies to explore additional
retrieval targets for the GLORIA PGS spectra show the feasibility to retrieve ethane
(C2H6), acetylene (C2H2), peroxyacyl nitrate (PAN), and formic acid (HCOOH). These
tropospheric trace gases indicate pollution and allow for investigations of transport
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of pollution plumes in the mid- and upper troposphere. The comparison of GLORIA
and satellite trace gas measurements to model data shows room for improvements for
both atmospheric models EMAC and CLaMS. For the EMAC model, simulations with
higher spatial resolution would allow for better comparisons with GLORIA data, as in
the present comparisons, the limited resolution of EMAC was dominant. In addition,
more detailed analyses of the downward transport in the LMS which is underestimated
by EMAC (as already mentioned by Brühl et al. (2007)) would be of interest. Also
for CLaMS, comparisons with MLS and GLORIA indicate that the downward trans-
port in the LMS is underestimated in the simulation. Discrepancies in UTLS O3 and
ClONO2 between CLaMS and GLORIA indicate that the lower boundary conditions,
which CLaMS uses for initialization, need to be reviewed in order to better represent
atmospheric processes for these stratospheric trace gases. Of particular interest are fur-
ther studies on the discrepancy of the onset of chlorine activation in the beginning of the
polar winter. Grooß et al. (2018) already emphasized that this discrepancy is shown in
many atmospheric models which indicates that at least one process related to chlorine
activation is not fully understood and integrated in atmospheric models.
A new data set of spatially highly resolved trace gas distributions during polar winter is
expected from GLORIA during the Antarctic SouthTRAC1 HALOmission, scheduled in
2019. With such measurements, comparable to GLORIA PGS observations, new insights
to spatial distributions of trace gases related to ozone depletion are expected. In order to
globally monitor the influences of advancing climate change to the chemical composition
of the atmosphere, new satellite missions with imaging limb emission instruments would
be of great importance.
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